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One from the Ice Festival – and some catch-up

Along with far more people than I expected, I braved the biting cold, rain and wind the first day of this year's
Ice Festival in town. Needless to say, there wasn't much to point the camera at. The second day was clear,
and much more crowded – I arrived late and had to park far too far away for, still, chilly wind. I was heck-bent
to add to my collection of fun street shots. The image above is my favorite – this little girl was having a grand
time. Wow, it's great to be shooting in real light again, with ISOs lower than 3200-6400!
In a few of days I'll post a couple more images – I'm using the rest of this posting for some catch-up. Then,
hopefully tomorrow or Wednesday, the finale to a project I've been working on since Halloween – the
eBook PDF of Rogue Swan's The Strange Case of Rogue Swan project. Just waiting for them to send me
a part of the Playbill to include.

SITE UPDATE – ARCHIVES – the 2019 PDF is now complete and posted on the ARCHIVES page (link is
at bottom of the Home Page).
It simply becomes necessary to condense postings into PDFs by year, due to increasing size of the working
site file, reducing the number of actual postings in Archives.
SPLIT TONING EXPERIMENT
Being a B&W photographer, and OK - something of a purist, I have little tolerance for toning of the image
(sepia, etc.). That being said, I was playing around with some split-toning settings on a couple of the
Rogue Swan performance B&Ws – and came up with one combination I actually found interesting: blue on
the shadows and sepia on the highlights (blue/sepia split-toning). When Nan walked into the room you
would have thought I had baby Yoda on the screen.
So I tried the combination on a few more images. Ouch. The minute these become a group of images, the
whole effect becomes a negative rather than an interesting positive. Without comment I showed Nan, and she
instantly realized that something that looked at first glance to be so promising was a total bust when extended
to more than one.
I had mixed feelings about including one, but this one I still like – Jess Langley from The Strange Case of
Rogue Swan:

…That was fun, now back to work…
and then there’s MOBY DICK

I finally re-read Melville's Moby Dick. The first time I was only 18, which I realize now is far too young to
appreciate it. Definitely a long, difficult read – but well worthy of the considerable effort. For anyone
considering it, I have a couple of bits of advice: Inform your relatives and friends that you will be spending a
considerable amount of time away from them, and lost in thought when there at all. Also, read it digitally –
available free. The ability to consult the dictionary on every other page, at a minimum, just by tapping a word
really speeds things up. Then there are the almost equal number of times you will be looking up terms,
historical references and names on the internet – again, available at a tap. Phenomenal!
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The Strange Case of Rogue Swan – eBook PDF, Finally
Jan 23, 2020

Becasue of a combination of the holidays, catching up on things around home and reading Moby Dick, I just
finished up my Halloween project – the PDF eBook record of Rogue Swan's The Strange Case of Rogue
Swan. Covering the process from first rehearsal through the final performance. It is posted on my Blog
Albums page for download by anyone who is interested. Also, here's a direct link – of course it's free:
The Strange Case of Rogue Swan project 2019 (PDF eBook)
OK, its a little large, about 100mb, but it contains well over a hundred images and is optimized for iPad, etc.
On an iPad or reader it works just like a book – although snappier looking. When they open on a computer
screen, they can be much larger – and the pages scroll down instead of turning like pages. Images are high
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enough resolution to allow for some enlarging on screen, including finger-spreading on iPad (a higher
resolution version is available).
There are a number of ways to get the file to the iPad. I simply dragged it into my iCloud, opened it in my Files folder on the
iPad, from there opened it into Books, and in Books copied to Books (otherwise it will remain in files and just open to Books. It
can also be added via a USB stick.

Above is the cover/title page. Below is the second page – cast photos from the Playbill by April Monique:

This was an exhausting but rewarding project, and a lot of fun. Thank you Katie Gordon and Rogue Swan for
the opportunity.
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Ice Festival – The Kids Brave the Cold
Jan 27, 2020

First day it was raining, windy and biting cold. The second day it was clear and bright, but even windier. Most
adults were bundled up, but the kids didn't seem to mind at all. I grabbed the shot from two postings ago,
along with the one above and pair below. In the one above, with kids roasting Smores, you can see the jacket
on the attending fireman on the left edge.
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SITE NOTES – Blog Album page:
It is probably a good thing for me that there wasn't the normal evening shooting opportunities Saturday. I had
time to finish up the Rogue Swan project and straighten out my Blog Albums page. Ongoing collections
appear at the top.
As Blog postings accumulate, they "fall" off the end of the list on the Archives page. I make sure though that
they are put into PDF Archives downloadable on the left of the same page.
At the same time, I group related postings into smaller, themed, PDF albums on the Blog Albums page –
Special Project groupings are condensed into the PDF eBooks in the middle of the page, concentrating on
just the images (the postings can still be accessed on the Archives page).
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Rogue Swan Burns Performance – Fun with bad lighting and
underexposure…
Jan 29, 2020

When I told JimmyO, the drummer here, that he was so much better lit there in the background than those in
the foreground that when I brought them in his face would emerge like a ghost in their midst, he said he
wanted me to feature one of thise in my next posting. So, here it is, above. Below is me zooming in on the
effect at a point when no one was standing in front of his barrier.
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The State Theater a new project renovating an old movie theater, and without front or floor lighting for the
stage at this point. Without the zoom lens I had trouble recognizing some of the people on the stage. I found
myself having to shoot at ISO 6400 and consistently running 2 to 3 stops underexposed at that. Why don't I
simply expose at 25600? Good question – because of the way sensors function, not at all like film. The
actuality is that initial exposures are all the same – treatment of the nascent file is different. This seems to
work fine for me up through 6400.
I find that, for above 6400, I do better by leaving it there, underexposing, and accomplishing the next two
jumps or so myself. I just don't like the way the camera does it – especially for B&W. My results pretty closely
resemble what I would have gotten with old Tri-X film pushed to ISO 800 – something of a nice grainy but
sharp image. If left in color, the effect – after adjustments – is more like high speed slide film.

RESPONDING TO QUESTIONS ABOUT THE GRAIN EFFECT:
I've had a few people ask me how I get this particular effect – the old Trix-X film at 800 grain look. I’ve been
slow to address that because the answer is a little tricky. I do not use artificial film effect presets. It comes
about quite naturally from shooting in such low light that, instead of letting the ISO extend upwards, I wind up
setting the ISO on 6400 and letting the exposure be two to three stops under – again, passing on the 12800 or
25600 (or higher settings). The initial results are dark, very dark, but my own efforts in Photoshop bring the
images back in. Occasionally there is some white noise in the blacks – easily eliminated by area application of
the dust and scratches filter in Photoshop. Otherwise, most "noise" is conveniently replaced by visible grain. I
confess that this doesn't seem to work as well on my Canon exposures, just the Fuji – not sure why. At the
same time, I seem to be incapable of getting the effect, to my satisfaction at least, using other than
Photoshop. Interesting. And, as I’ve mentioned before – PhotoKit plugins, free by the way, provide 90% of my
adjustments.
Admittedly this approach often requires very selective adjustments. I’ve had stage shots where I had to select
a dozen individuals separately for special treatment. It can be more like painting light with a brush than
photography. But, and here’s the big plus, I seldom have to worry about the type of “noise” that comes from
very high ISO exposures. Of course I’ve evolved this workflow over the last couple of years, a result of trial
and error, accident and desperation.
I'm pleasantly surprised at how many shots I like from this effort. I only kept 50 of my 400 exposures. A pretty
low number. The color exposures that I could salvage, slightly corrected, are available as JPGs to Rogue
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Swan on Flickr. Who knows, someone might have a use for one. Here are a couple more B&Ws – the rest will
be next posting:
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Best Knees!? – Burns Night at the State Theater
Jan 31, 2020

While we were awaiting the Rogue Swan performance at the State Theater, there was an interesting
competition for "best knees" among kilt-wearing patrons. I fired off a couple of shots and thought I'd post them.
We know a couple of the people pictured, but not all. So I would definitely appreciate it if someone wold
provide that information.
Again, the lighting was atrocious, and a larger than usual number shots were unmanageable. And even
though a lot of people were using their phones for color images and people have seen most of this by now, I
nthought I'd do up a couple of close-ups. They also contribute to my running portrait of Havre de Grace and its
various communities. Otherwise these are presented without comment, other than: what a raucous, fun
bunch.
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UPCOMING
The next Moonshine Hafla is right around the corner – looking forward to it. At the same time it looks like I'll
be shooting one rehearsal for the upcoming performance of Chicago at the Milburn Stone theater in Cecil
County – having no idea as to what I might be permitted to use for my B&W.
FUN WINTER CHALLENGES
Beginning work on the HAVRE DE GRACE FOLIO page…
Folios are basically "fine print" listings. Easy to define as long as I focused primarily on scenics, with the Blog
postings functioning as more of a project journal. That has evolved – with the focus on Havre de Grace and
local performance. It has become a venu for, along with showing what I consider "fine print" candidates,
whatever it might take to tell the story, potentially in an eBook.
I am just now beginning the job of mining recent Blog postings for images for this Folio – working out where to
draw the line between the whole set of images and those featured in the Folios. A torturous, head banging
process.
NEW LOOKS AT OLDER SHOOTS
Sometimes, in a first, second or even third look at a series of exposures, I can overlook a promising image.
This is one reason I will occasionally revisit sets of exposures. I've even come up with a new work that I really
like years, or even decades, after the original exposure. So, it's not surprising that, at the same time I'm
working on the Havre de Grace Folio page I'm taking another crack at teh over thirty thousand Easter Island
exposures – concentrating on their community participation performances, mostly outdoors.
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Hafla Time Again, April and Mya – Two of Havre de Grace's own…
Feb 4, 2020
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Hafla Time Again, April and Mya – Two of Havre de Grace's own…

This was a very exciting, and crowded Hafla. April Monique, who organizes the event in the Black Box at the
Opera House, once again put together a great. In fact, it's going to make for maybe four crowded postings
here. Early on April she introduced a couple of her students and had them dance. Unfortunately, for me, my
vantage point almoct completely derailed access to shots over the left of the staging area because of seating
(for pictures it might be best to choreograph two dancers to switch places half way through).

Mya
Havre de Grace's own young Mya, above and below, was on the right side where all I had to do was remove a
head from the bottom corner of the shots. When an individual dancer is doing her thing she crosses the
middle aisle back and forth – where I'm vantaged to grab what I can from that angle. There is also a shot below
showing April, from the back, with both students – I had to hold the camera above my head and shoot a
horizontal to get it. Hey, shooting any sort of performance can be tricky and difficult.
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April Monique
Below are a couple images of April's final number – a performance that had the audience in the palm of her
hand. The music was jazzy and lively, and every movement was choreographed to match the music. It was
memorable. The first shot just may be my favorite of April to date – I hope she likes it. The light is hitting her
face, giving it just a hint of the mask look to go with those in the background.
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The second shot of April is considerably cropped in for a portrait look. It's the eyes…
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The final shot is for dance movement…

I will add that, even though I'm happy with my results this time (mostly) there was a new, unexpected snag.
They hung an array of small theater face masks behind the dance area that kept drawing off my facerecognition auto-focus from the dancers. A good ten percent of my shots had to be tossed because the
masks were so precisely focused – to the detriment of everything else. A couple of the shots above have
sister images with the masks sharp and April all ablur. I think I bit my lower lip bloody trying to concentrate so
hard on controlling that. Abandoning face-recognition and using a zone focusing setting can be just as bad
with dancers that are constantly moving thier arms in front of them. Arrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrgh. To add insult to injury, I
had already spent five hours swinging that heavy lens-camera combination (4.5 pounds) around at another
shoot before the Hafla got started. Fun…
Two or three more postings to come from this Hafla – next will include Luvlee. I already gave April the
color exposures – minus all those really cool shots of the masks – so I thoroughly expect to be seeing some of
those on Facebook.
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February Hafla – Havre de Grace's Luvlee and Brazilian Dancer
Hanna Aisha
Feb 8, 2020
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February Hafla – Havre de Grace's Luvlee and Brazilian Dancer Hanna Aisha

Luvlee (aka Jessica Lee) – another local girl – did some of the early Haflas but skipped most of last year.
She's back, and making for some great shots. Part of that (only part) was her very good on her 40s cinema
hair-do to match the jazz theme. It really looked good on her, Nan remarked on that a couple of times. And,
even though an earlier shot of her is among my favorites – wearing a man's hat in sort of a Victor/Victoria look
– she's reportedly not all that fond of it herself (maybe for the same reasons). Anyway Luvlee is above and the
first couple below.

One difference I picked up on is that she's really been working on her facial expressions while dancing –
moving beyond letting all that concentrating show.
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Next was, originally from Brazil, Hanna Aisha. The first shot here is my favorite of her. Renoir would have
wanted to paint this girl. I tried to talk Nan into doing it in something of that style, but she resists the idea of
painting people.
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Note the masks in the background – those faces that kept trying to trick my face/eye-recognition auto-focus.
Took me a while to reach the point where I changed my way of shooting to one of allowing continuous focus,
holding down the shutter half way after zeroing in on my subject, and letting the camera follow her. Just a
matter of creating new shooting habits.
During the show I noticed that more than half the dancers had someone come in, hold up a phone and video
the performance. A lightbulb went off – the clamp to hold a phone to the front edge of the open front door,
smack dab in the middle of the aisle, is very inexpensive. Maybe next Hafla, if we can be there, I'll
demonstrate how simple it would be to provide this service for all of the dancers – from a much better vantage
point and managed from a remote app on my iPad Mini.
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February Hafla – Azyra and Aliceanna
Feb 10, 2020
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Azyra, the subject of by far my favorite Hafla shot so far, made a return appearance. She did not disappoint.
The shots included here will be added to my growing collection on her. I'll confess to really enjoying the
challenge of trying to capture images that manage to represent how good she really is, and looks. While none
of these quite manages to measure up to my favorite from last year, I had over a dozen that I couldn't manage
to trim down to a reasonable number and had to call Nan in to do her "no, eliminate that one because she
wouldn't like it" thing.
The intro shot above is one I did some experimenting on, pushing the envelope a little extra – I liked it in spite
of some serious issues. Like a little motion blur and heads obscuring the bottom of the exposure. In the end
the effect is kinda cool, or hot depending on one's perspective. Below are five, yes five more, of Azyra. Nan
did her best, but just couldn't cut my selection down any more – and she can be brutal. That says a lot:
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Aliceanna
Like Azyra, Aliceanna is out of Baltimore – coming all the way to Havre de Grace to perform! And once again
I had to call Nan in to be brutal and cut the number of images I worked into B&W down a little. It's not usually
that difficult.
There was an unexpected difficulty with a large number of the shots of Aliceanna. They look great in color –
but the deep blue veil that she sported through most of her dance wanted to translate disastrously to B&W. I
wound up losing some of my selections. And the ones I saved took a lot of work, rendering the veil as
anything but black against the black background of the Black Box. The first is my favorite:
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When I finish with this Hafla I'll include these postings in my Hafla Album on the Blog Album page. That
should be along with the final posting, where I'm going to have to try and squeeze in the remaining three or
four dancers. It was an evening of great dancing.

ON SHOOTING THE HAFLAs
I prefer shooting live performance to the admittedly fine craft of setting up a shot that reflects a performance.
It's real, alive, challenging and with so much that can go wrong. It's pretty much of an on-edge experience –
nothing is planned and you're never all that sure as to what you have. It's life.
The Moonshine Haflas at the Opera House are probably my biggest challenge photographing locally here in
Havre de Grace. The space is small and crowded. I'm fortunate to, often, be able to take the space just by the
entrance door – from there I get a view directly down the middle aisle and can focus on dancers as they move
through and past the center. Otherwise, there are heads in the way (which can occasionally be removed in
processing the image). Then how often is it that I get what I want and their eyes are closed – sometimes ok
but not the best.
Of course, when dancers need someone to take a video of their performance, I need to step back from the
only really good vantage point (unless you are six foot four or so) – this is what gave me the idea I voiced last
posting to set up a remotely controlled iPhone on the front edge of that door.
On top of that, darkness prevails – filled by constantly changing color lights. Too much blue can be very bad
but too much magenta completely washes out light skin tones. If it is all magenta, it can have a blurry, out of
focus effect. Things are moving far to fast for manual focus at the shallow depth of field needed, so autofocus, preferably with face/eye recognition, is necessary. I'm slowly getting better at manipulating this – try
that it on a spinning dancer. I'm actually looking forward to trying out some new techniques on the next Hafla.
If I were to advise someone as to how to prepare to shoot something like this, I would submit the following:
use a good lens the equivalent of a 70-200 F-2.8 and shoot wide open. Set your shutter on 1/250 – a
necessary compromise. Set ISO on auto – the light will change constantly and instantly. I'm finding face/eye
detection on continuous focus helps some. And, a relatively slow (maybe five or six frames per second) burst
setting helps.
<< February Hafla – Havre de Grace's Luvlee and Brazilian Dancer Hanna Aisha | IHome Blog | First Hafla of the Year Final Three –
Kaela, Kimala Nar and Mariza >>
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First Hafla of the Year Final Three – Kaela, Kimala Nar and Mariza
Feb 14, 2020
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Finally finishing up with the Hafla images from February 1st. The opening shot is of Kaela, mid spin. She's the
one that came out with a sword on her head, the action was effective. The shot of Kaela below is something of
a counter shot, pure glamour. At this point I'm sure the audience was supposed to be focused on her
appropriately undulating belly, but the eyes and expression here have it.
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Kimala Nar
Kimala dance to House of the Rising Sun. During her dance I stepped aside so a nice young lady could shoot
a video of the whold thing – I assumed it was family. So my vantage point was such that there were no full
body shots. I liked these two and vignetted them to shadow the heads in a way that works. I love the eyes
open and expression on the first.
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Mariza
I hope Mariza doesn't mind me calling her tall, at least a head taller than me. She danced playing the "zills" (I
didn't know what they were, April filled me in). I had the same problem here as with Kimala, another someone
came in to shoot her video. This time I risked climbing up on a stool – making for considerably less darkening
lower in the image.
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Haflas aren't easy to shoot, and I don't often get what I consider good shots of everyone. In fact this is the first
time for that. The dancers have full access to full size color JPGs – complete with, for example, pink faces,
blue legs and even green noses. As I post this I’m updating the Hafla Album on the Blog Albums page. If any
want a B&W version, for any reason, just let me know.
<< February Hafla – Azyra and Aliceanna | IHome Blog
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Revisiting Easter Island Exposures – from a street perspective
Feb 19, 2020

Above, what I can only call: Approaching late dinner at what turned out to be a very nice, if expensive,
Japanese restaurant with great food – 2016. We had spent a total of three years there without braving this
place – fortunately we were being treated to dinner on this occasion. This was a quick iPhone shot as we
entered. And, or course, if only I had realized that I would be taking a long look at this kind of thing eventually.
In our total of three years on Easter Island, my shooting perspective evolved from purely scenic to indulging a
greater interest in people, albeit from a scenic guy's view. At the same time my focus was turning from the
goal being the fine-print to one of completing the story for the book(s). Now, with a couple of years of shooting
street and performance B&W here in Havre de Grace behind me, I find that what I am looking for, or finding in
my images, is very different from any of this.
So I'm revisiting my over thirty thousand Easter Island exposures – in a half-organized way of course.
Attempting to work backwards – beginning with our 2014 and 2016 trips where I did most of any shooting just
for fun, many with the iPhone. The books were finished and these were shorter trips, to see people, deliver
books and just return to our home away from home. The shots were taken for the blog at the time and for
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personal consumption – a color record of the project. In fact, many of these appeared in my Rapanui Journal
at the time (in color of course). A few higher resolution RAW exposures were made, primarily by me grabbing
Nan's point-and-shoot, but not many. A few more were taken with my camera leading up to more formal
exposures. This is something of an experiment.
I'm not sure where this will lead – if nothing else possibly, eventually, to a third eBook volume of Island work.
While the second book included a larger percentage of shots of people, I wouldn't define them as "street
photography". Any new work on the images will arise out of my present perspective, including some more
performance shots (mostly from outdoor community celebrations we attended).
For now these will simply be blog entries – most of them, like today's, evoke Island anecdotes. I'll start off by
calling them Rapanui Journal Moments, and see where this leads..…

On knowing what you are looking for…
Over the years I've come to understand that knowing what one is looking for matters, bigly. For example, if
you are shooting for B&W, "shoot" for B&W, mentally dismiss the color, don't just shoot in your color RAW and
hope to get a good B&W out of it. You are looking from a different perspective. Sure the exposure has color
(noise) in it, but that is irrevalent. It's values, composition, contrast, geometry, etc. The same thing is true
about how you treat your subject matter in processing. I was on the Island to do a "portrait" of Easter Island
"at a point in time". That perspective allowed me to complete the project as defined. The images I'll be
including in this series were mostly taken spur of the moment or for the journal I was keeping on line, coming
closer in perspective to the kind of work I'm doing now. The point is that, just like with B&W and color, two
perspectives don't mix.
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Rapa Nui Journal Moments, at a Political Rally for Mayor – 2016
Feb 21, 2020

On the Island, one can't gather people together without having a grand feed on. We weere invited to go along
in the parade through town and then to partake in the feast. Four of these shots were taken with the iPhone –
as TIFFs because RAW wasn't as yet available (including the featured image), for the rest I borrowed Nan's
poing-and-shoot – switching it from auto to RAW.. These were a lot easier to work with.
The scene above is the Mayor candidate's parade arriving at the feast site. Any event that is to last long
enough sees the food cooked in a hole dug in the ground, stones heated with a fire and then the food
wrapped in banana leaves and buried for a couple/few hours. This was more of a barbie. We were too busy
riding along and then eating and socializing for me to take many pictures. I'm surprised that I'm using so many
all of them here. They will be added to the Blog Album.
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The mobile sound-man getting his gear ready for the parade:

Cooking the meat:
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You want fish, pick one::

A little girl eating a chicken leg:
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A Young Lady posing with her child:

Maruka, the Rapanui we accompanied to the event, taking a quick respite from her busy schedule:
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At one point someone came up and placed a wreath on Nan's head:

That’s my sweetie…
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Shooting in the Dark – Havre de Grace Mardi Gras
Feb 28, 2020

Of all the night parades in this town, Mardi Gras is always the darkest to try to shoot. I'm not sure which
approach to fixing this would be better, some form of spotlighting or working out imaginative lighting on the floats
themselves. But something should probably be tried.
I managed to take a few shots – all of them at an equivalent of ISO 25600. I just do that my own way, shooting at
6400 and, even at that, underexposing by from 2 to 2.5 stops. Instead of winding up with a disgusting amount of
noise, I end up with – by correcting the underexposure my own way – something of the same grain effect I used
to get with Tri-X film pushed to ISO 800 (without actually introducing grain).
My goal of course is to add to my collection of Havre de Grace street images. The one image from this collection
that I see as doing that is the intro shot – The Society of Italian American Businessmen (a very community
conscious local nonprofit civic group). Especially at Mardi Gras they like to don hats, coats and cigars for visual
effect. In colder weather it's all long overcoats.
Here are a couple, few more:
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I’m playing around with a couple of ideas for coming up with a slightly raised perch from which I can get a couple
of good all-inclusive angles.
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A Very Up Group of Artists – Rapa Nui Journal Moment, August 2014
Mar 2, 2020

We were paying one of our regular trips to the local Museo and noticed that they had just finished setting up for
an exhibit by the local art class of Down Syndrome youths in the adjacent gallery. They were all there with their
teacher, who asked us if we would let them practice describing their work to us – even though we speak neither
Rapanui nor much Spanish (some of these kids spoke much better English than we did Spanish). The teacher
did translate. This was probably one of our favorite experiences on the Island. We recognized a couple of them,
especailly the lady second from the right who could often be found at one of the markets bagging groceries for
tips.
I took grab shots of a couple in front of their works. Then they posed for me as a group – all I had with me was
the old iPhone that at the time shot only TIFFs, but it sufficed – barely. First I did these up completely in B&W –
only to see the results as hardly fair to the subjects and their art work. So I went back and restored color to the
paintings.
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Reflecting on not-perfect images…
The opening shot was, inexplicably, a much smaller file – so, very difficult to get an acceptable image out of. Not
that the other exposures didn't have their own issues. In cases like this I like to remind myself of something David
Vestal said in the book that got me started, The Craft of Photography (a long time ago) to the effect that:
A flawed image that has something to say or tells a story is preferable to the flawless execution of an image that
doesn't.
Below three of the young artists and their work:
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I'm beginning to realize how important this review is to both myself and the Easter Island project. And holy crap,
it's not nearly done yet.
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Boarding the Esmeralda the Hard Way – Easter Island Journal
Moment, August 2006
Mar 6, 2020

This Rapa Nui project moment is something of a way-back moment. At this point I was still shooting film, awaiting
delivery of my Canon 5D. So I carried Nan's little Fuji Finepix point and shoot – netting 1.5 to 2mb (Nan may
have actually snapped a couple of the on-board images). Nice little images but hardly meant for this. The point
here is to create a B&W posting as if that's what these were taken for. At the time I simply uploaded a couple of
them as they were, and in color. They work here, just not as well as large as I would like.
We heard that the Esmeralda was docked downtown – on Easter Island that means anchored pretty far offshore,
all traffic accomplished by small motor boats. They had set up a couple of volunteer fishermen to ferry groups out
to the ship. This was August, 2006 – and the weather hardly looked conducive to all this. Sp we weren't
surprised to find ourselves loading aboard the small fishing craft with only islanders. Even at that, the fishermen
turned away people right and left for being too young or old for the effort.
The water was choppy, not to mention the hurdle over the waves washing ashore. Nan, who hates water and
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Boarding the Esmeralda the Hard Way – Easter Island Journal Moment, August 2006

boats was holding onto the Rapanui next to her for dear life. Me, I was framing a shot. In it you can see the other
boat at the ship with its passengers coming down the ship's ladder – looking close it seems that someone had to
be helped to get back down. By the time we got there they had left and were on the way back.
Climbing the rope ladder to the deck wasn't all that hard – simply grab hold on an up-swell and let the boat
disappear beneath your feet. Your first realization is that the climb is a lot further than it looked, and that you are
totally on your own, Later, getting down was a hell of a lot trickier – letting go of the ladder and making oneself
steady in the boat again, as it constantly moved every which way, took some help from the Rapanui fisherman,
especially for Nan. Kind of a scary moment.
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The Esmeralda is a four master – I would later photograph it for the project, one of my more popular Island
images – shows up occasionally at the island. At least two of our friends served on her when they were younger
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– it's a Chilean Navy training vessel. Here's my folio/print/book shot – Tall Ship Esmeralda:

<< A Very Up Group of Artists – Rapa Nui Journal Moment, August 2014 | IHome Blog | Aliens Did it, or maybe not – an Easter Island
Project moment, 2006/07 >>
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Aliens Did it, or maybe not – an Easter Island Project moment,
2006/07
Mar 10, 2020

What is it with crediting anything we can't figure out to aliens? Going back through our 2006 images from Easter
Island, after recently stumbling upon one of those YouTube videos claiming that, among other things, there's no
way stoneage cultures could consistently drill large perfectly round holes in basalt stone, I thought I'd post a
couple of snapshots and a few observations. Darn, and I wanted this to be a short posting… oh well, best laid
plans of men and moko (a little Rapa Nui salamander). So I decided to have a little fun with this one.
Above is a Rapa Nui "boathouse" foundation – Hare Paenga. They can be found almost everywhere on the
Island most hidden by tall grasses these days. This one is about thirty feet long – they can run smaller or up to
80 feet for meetings. They are created by laying these huge bassalt blocks, each with, usually, two seemingly
"drilled" holes going down pretty deep. In these holes wooden poles were based, curving up to form a roof. One
would ask why go this far just for that. Except stone, rocks, boulders, bassalt, etc. are what Easter Island has an
abundance of.
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Here's a closer look, in a field far away from the town. Since most of the bassalt came from Teravaka, near the
center of the Island, there must have been some sort of production center there to create these things. They
number in the thousands and are strikingly similar.

And here's a close-up of one of the holes – it looks like it was cut with some sort of diamond-tipped drill bit. I've
done that myself through a cinderblock and it took forever. Hmm – must have been aliens.
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Problem with that is that these were cut, at the earliest, between 800 and 1100 a.d. That's long after Egypt, Peru
and other constructions that pretty much confuse us moderns with their precision. The credited aliens were
supposedly long gone by then – or were they simply hiding out on Easter Island for a few thousand years.
Another issue is that, as consistently precise as examples seem to be elsewhere, on the Island they range from
machine like precision through not so perfect all the way to downright sloppy. Of course this might be explained
away by the fact that the Rapanui were not an organized people, a dozen independent tribes populated the small
island. No bureaucratic oversight and discipline over construction there.
Personally I'd love to know how they did it. Just like the Rapanui figured out how to move 40 to 80 ton Moai
across the Island by cutting the base into just the right angle, standing them up and using vines to walk them for
miles– which nobody believed until a Rapanui became an archeologist and demonstrated it – someone came up
with a way to cut bassalt accurately with stone tools. And this seems to have happened in so many cultures
around the world. Smart.
Since production on Easter Island pretty much halted suddenly, and the fact that this wasn't as long ago as
elsewhere in the world, there might be a few clues lying around. Check out this large bassalt block partially gut
through:

Appears to me that this was to be a couple of strips of foundation blocks. I can almost imagine someone using a
bassalt cutting wedge, and saltwater as a softener?, who knows, along some sort of guide bar for hours, days,
whatever. Ouch. I wouldn't even want to speculate as to how precisions holes were cut.
Oh, and here's a shot of what looks like cutting tool sharpening stones in a field of boulders used similarly on
Poike. Imagine how many times a stone cutting wedge had to pass over one of these troughs to go that deep.
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Along similar lines, check out some of the stone work put into Ahu Tahiri at Vinapu. This, of course, is from a
B&W negative and is a folio/print/book image.
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Looks so much like some found in Peru. Yet, just like everything else on the Island, Ahu vary from this kind of
precision (here) to loosely placed stone. It seems that they could do it, if they wanted to. And look at that one
particular (plug?) stone. Almost exactly the same size and shape as others in photographs from walls in Peru –
that seems to hint at purpose beyond just filling a gap. Hmm. What with oral histories in both cultures of very
early contact, the fact that South American chickens trace back to the Pacific islands and Polynesian sweet
potatoes trace back to South america (or Central) and that DNA traces from the Pacific are being found in bones
in Peru (and recently a Blackfoot Indian here in the States was found belonging to a Pacific Island genetic
group), certainly speaks to a lot more going on than we give these people credit for. Again, it must be aliens.
So, who are the dumb-asses? Our ancient to semi-ancient forebears or far too many of us for being so willing to
buy into the "evidence" of aliens – which, accompanied by a need to believe that we are being lied to by a world
wide network of scientists and educators, brings it to conspiracy theory level. And don't get me started on Flatearthers (The Earth is Flat and there is a world wide conspiracy to convince us that it is round ) and Creationists
(The Earth is four to six thousand years old and, again, there is a world wide conspiracy, combined with the
observation that education makes one stupid, to convince us that Biology, Astronomy, Geology, Physics,
Astrophysics, etc. are actually things that teach us something about the world).
It doesn't help that here in the states that our own so called History Channel and, to not much of a lesser degree,
Science Channel pander to this crap (hey, it brings in the big bucks), making them and us a laughingstock to
much of the world.
These Easter Island Moments…
This is fun. While my Havre de Grace Street project will continue, I will be interspersing a stream of postings
like this one – another facet of the Easter Island project, mining our personal record images from the project for
Easter Island Moments (Rapa Nui Moments) – that, for a number of reasons, couldn't be made at the time (not
ready for prime time digital imagery, lousy band width on the Island and the simple fact that the idea of a B&W
blog had not occurred to me as yet). The more I review the images, the more I see in the images.
At times this will handily fill in gaps in postings here at home. At other times it will make for an increase in posting
frequency – and this is going to take a while as it covers the whole decade of the project, a total of three years on
the Island. Not sure in which direction, if any, this will effect the Unique Visitors stats.
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Flashmob Rapanui Style – A 2006 Easter Island Project Moment
Mar 23, 2020

It was a couple of months into our first year on the Island. We had gone into the town's wifi cafe to try and
retrieve any email – at that point just bring them up could take twenty minutes or more if there was any volume at
all. We wouldn’t have any form of internet in our cabin until well into 2007 – and that about half the speed of our
56k modem at home (we were still living out in the boonies).
We noticed some Rapanui toting drums, guitars, etc. into the street in front and setting up a circle. Within a
couple of minutes a crowd had gathered and what looked like a school dance class was giving a pretty complex
performance. This was 2006, tourists were still scarce, especially in mid-winter – we might actually have been
the only non-residents seeing this.
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Even as tourism increased, it would prove to be the winter months when the more interesting things happened,
designed for local consumption – except for Tapati of course.
Once again,I didn't have my field camera with me, but took these with one of the point-and-shoots we had with
us. I used Nan’s little Fuji for the stills while she used my Canon for a video – she’s like a human monopod,
stable and capable of smooth movement.
Link to video: https://youtu.be/hHEscbptZzU
After about twenty minutes and a couple of long numbers, they left and everyone went back to whatever they
were doing. The shot below shows the musicians who were just off to the right. Mostly we just enjoyed the show.
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Rapa Nui Catholic Church – Continuing with 2006 Easter Island Project Moments
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Rapa Nui Catholic Church – Continuing with 2006 Easter Island
Project Moments
Apr 3, 2020

In 2006 this empty street in front of the church - right there in town, was often empty like this. A decade later one
would never be able to get a shot without both cars and people in it. As fascinating as the exterior is, the interior
is even more unique. Again, this was 2006 and I was still shooting B&W film, so these are jpegs from our old
digital point-and-shoots.
The carvings, including the front cross, are decidedly Rapanui in concept. The item that fascinated me the most
was the stand under the baptismal font - itself decorated with rongorongo symbols (old Rapanui writing that is
today untranslatable). The base is a carving of Make Make, Rapanui for the “creator".
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We would a couple of years later attend the christening of Roberto's newborn son here - that should be another
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moment record. That christening was performed by the first actual Rapanui to become a priest and be assigned
to the Island.
Note:
Our best to everyone during the crisis that has us on lockdown here. This is a terrible way to be getting things
accomplished that have been on hold for years.
Next week I’ll be listing my Fuji X-T2 in a set along with the battery grip, 60mm 2.4 Macro lens in place of the
standard lens (never used it), an old Olympus 50mm f1.4 lens with adapter, batteries, cards & more on eBay.
One reason for this is that I don’t like to wear my glasses while shooting and the X-T3 has a wider range on the
diopter dial than the X-T2 – and I’ll be purchasing a nother X-T3 (used) for my backup. I have to time to make
this switch right now and I don’t really need the grip on my backup, etc. Plus with two of the same body all
settings and usability will be in sync.
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First Friday in October 2019, Oops – I found an unpublished posting…
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First Friday in October 2019, Oops – I found an unpublished posting…
Apr 20, 2020
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I just discovered this unpublished posting from last October. I was concentrating so hard on putting the Rogue
Swan eBook together that I simply forgot about it, leaving the "Draft" button on this checked. So, especially since
there ain't hardly anything happening right now, and the intro image just might bring a smile to someone's face,
I'm altering the text and posting it now – in April, only six months late.
I ran into the character above outside the State Theater. When he noticed my camera pointed at him, he started
moving towards me.

I’ll get these four shots added to the First Friday album soon. I’m getting quite a collection…
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The shot of the kids dancing was taken after dark – it took a little work to bring it out.

Cliff Giles was back with his drum circle, one of the more looked forward to features
of First Fridays. When things start up again, I hope he’s back.
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FINISHING FIRST
May 4, 2020
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FINISHING FIRST

In the process of reviewing my Easter Island exposures in relation to the "Moments" book file I am working on
(see note below on that), I began stumbling on exposures that were not what I was looking for at the time, my
focus being on the books and related exhibition prints, but that I would now see differently. My perspective and
interests have evolved and I'm kind of excited to be discovering work I did for this project that I'm anxious to work
up now. So, as I procede I'll be setting these aside for special attention and posting here on the blog – after all,
they are "new work" (as I refrain from posting more entries into the "Moments" file).
New Easter Island images they will be added into my Easter Island Folio section. Print files are also being
created – the print file comes first, then the internet file. These will be predominantly people shots, and I have no
idea how many there will be. I hope some others fined them as interesting as I do.
This is a short posting, with but one image, but includes a couple of updates below. The image above, taken
during Tapati Rapanui 2007, is of the first finisher in an ocean swimming competition just coming out of the
water, declaring victory. It might have been more interesting if there were others just behind him, but as you can
see, he was pretty far in the lead. The brutal sun and angle of the shot gives the image something of an unreal
effect, almost as if he was pasted into the image – it’s all natural. I was just above the very small beach on
some rocks looking down, hence the slight top to bottom wide-angle effect. For best viewing go to the Easter
Island Folio/Page7 and click on the thumbnail…
One plus here is that I should be able to continue with regular postings – albeit still shy on the local coverage I
would prefer to be doing right now.

The Strange Case of Rogue Swan – Update
I took a break from working on the new Easter Island Moments project to put together a print version, for Nan, of
the The Strange Case of Rogue Swan mini-project. It's enough different from the eBook version to have me
considering making some revisions there, not sure. Anyway, the book is ready to send to the printer – and there's
the problem. At 10x10, hard-bound, and 114 pages it will be a tad expensive (especially for one or two), and at
the same time it has the complication of being B&W photography (demanding to get right).
The normal level digital book printers out there are priced pretty evenly, maybe about $160 for this one. But then
they all have sales regularly and if you wait a month or two, you can fall into a 50% off deal – I do it that way all
the time. MixBook is my pick for these. BUT their B&W reproduction is NOT at all consistent as to exposure or
color. OK, it sucks – as with all of the others. Acceptable for color (just ok) but not at all acceptable for B&W.
Then there are the higher priced outfits, BayPhoto my choice for individual books. The quality is phenomenal
and they manage to do OK on the B&W – a tad dark but consistent and at least the color shift is slight and
consistent. To get this improvement you have to pay almost double. This volume comes in at a whopping $275,
for just one. And they offer far fewer discounts – I may be waiting a good while here. If I can get it for one dime
under 200, I'm ordering.
p.s. I'm anxious to try another printer I have in mind when I can. Because they have a minimum of 25 books per
order, they can give every order the attention and quality control it demands. They can also keep the price down
a little while keeping the quality up. Of course this would require preselling two dozen books, at cost of course –
somewhere under $50 each, but ending up with something worth having.

Easter Island Project Moments 2006-2016 (at least that's what I'm calling it at this point) – Update
I'm back at is, creating the entries in the eBook file. As mentioned above, I've had second thoughts about making
blog postings of these entries. Too far out of relevancy. This thing will take a while, and be ongoing for between
eight months and a year. By this time next year we’ll know what will become of this effort.
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"The Passing of the Old Trees" – by Mary Woodword
May 6, 2020

An Other Peoples Art posting. We just acquired our second Mary Woodward painting – and it is wonderful. We
are both so grateful for the opportunity. Of course it was delivered to our porch, where it was thoroughly
disinfeccted – just in case. These are rough times. Mary was an institution and a force to be reckoned with in this
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County until she passed a few years back. I know a number of people, mostly artists, who are today who they
are partly because of Mary. I learned a lot from her – and she was the always-present, consulting and driving
force behind my seven years of running the ArtQuest show (OK, she and Jim Hopkins together sort of made me
do it).
When Mary was clearing out her studio she gave Nan her easel and let her choose a painting. It hangs in our
livingroom – After Glow • 1987 • mixed media • 17x23 on 23x29 (oops, I caught some reflections on the glass on
this iPhone shot):

Then there's this little 4x6.5 watercolor of Mary by Mary Klunk I have hanging on the wall over the desk in my
studio:

The new painting, The Passing of the Old Trees, is mixed-media on wood, about 16x16 inches. The frame is
wider than shown, but I decided to crop it for here. We hang it upstairs, by itself, at the end of the hall where it
turns. That way no one can miss it coming up the stairs. The side wall leading up to it helps set it off because
Nan has three of my B&Ws there.
As we get older the list of people we truely miss grows longer. Mary is on that list. And being able to hang a piece
of their art, a piece of them, especially one like this, is a way to keep them around. We find that works much
better for us than mere photographs of people.
Previous Post | Home Blog | Next Post
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Youth Pora Race About to Begin
May 9, 2020

Tapati Rapanui 2007. These young men are wating for the adults to finish up their competition – then they will
throw their pora into the water and swim out to the boats that mark the starting line for the race to shore. Pora
are bundled reed swimming floats for long range swimming, especially in the ocean. This is the same stuff that
the reed boats are made from. Pora do float, albeit very low in the water – and they are heavy, much heavier
than they look. The ribbons on their ankles mark the Tapati Queen candidate that they are competing for – thise
guys are all on the same team.
Tapati lasts for two weeks, with multiple competitions daily. It's sort of like the Olympics, impossible to cover it all.
We did most, and found it exhausting – Nan would occasionally opt out on the first early-morning outing. And
while there was always something of a crowd, it was notably lacking in anyone other than Rapanui.
These are being added to the Easter Island Folio section (Page 7) they can be best viewed, along with print
specifics. This exposure was actually make with a backup camera, hence a JPG exposure. File work therefore
was something of a prodigious effort and maximum print size is something like 12x16 – I always process for print
file first (even if it might or will never go to print). Folio Page. – just click on thumbnail(s).
Everyone please stay safe – and, more importantly, help keep everyone else safe.
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Akivi Warrior – Easter Island Folio Image
May 12, 2020

This was originally tackled as part of an entry in the Easter Island Moments eBook I'm working on – not as a
full-fledged Folio image. But as I progressed I realized that, in spite of the fact that a companion shot from the
shoot is already in the Folio, as well as the first volume of The Moon has been Eaten – Akivi Leap – it was as
good a choice, if not, for different reasons, better.
So in the Folio it goes – best viewed on Page 7 of the Easter Island images, by clicking on the thumbnail. That
makes five in the extended section, with at least a few more in the works. Because this is something of a scenic
and there's more for the eye to explore, it one works best either printed larger or, as in the Folio view, using a
black background. The white on the moai is lichen, which I reduced to the same point where my eye dismissed it,
unlike what the camera does. Also, this is six of the seven moai on Ahu Akivi – representing the seven explorers
who brought back word of the Island to the original settlers. They are also among the smallest on the Island –
and the only ones not facing inland.
As I work-up new Folio images, I'm, as a first step, creating a print file – untested and adjusted, so not quite final.
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This has gradually become the norm, going to digital with a Folio image before test-printing it. Coming from the
world of the darkroom, I always worked the other way around. Even after moving to digital shooting and the
virtual darkroom that is the computer, I pretty much worked that way. In the end It helps having been there, as
working up an image with the final print always in view demands more concentration, making harder choices and
reduces any temptation to cut corners or take an easy path just because when an image is reduced in size and
resolution, and compromised by converting to JPG and adjusted for the internet, it might not matter all that much.
Even a book image isn't as demanding as an actual origina print. Of course an added benefit is that if a print is
ever needed the file is there but for the fine tuning.
Roberto, in the image, had no issues with native dress if he was performing his music, but otherwise would
literally run from a camera being pointed at him. Nan and I have actually found ourselves running behind him to
help block the view from a tour bus as he made a retreat. This shot was part of a long shoot, traveling around the
Island to produce a body of images that he could use, with me free to mine them for my B&Ws. And, there just
may be another shot or two from that project that makes the Folio this time around. I'm on a roll.
Everyone please stay safe – and, more importantly, help keep everyone else safe.
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Pounding Mahute – Easter Island Folio Image(s)
May 15, 2020

I thought my brain was going to explode working on this image. What with bicycle, plastic bottle, guy's knee,
backpacks, loose sandals, etc. When viewing a scene like this one never notices those things – eye to brain has
a wonderful filter. Not so the camera. Learning to see in B&W tonal values is only the first step of many. Taking
what the camera picks up and converting one's vision to reality can be a labor intensive, judgement demanding,
sometimes exhausting, exercise. Obviously the knee couldn’t go, but some judicious blurrig and reduction in
contrast reduced appropriately. Again, these folio images are best viewed HERE.
I always liked the shot, and finally bit the proverbial bullet. this is Halena Tuki mid mahute pounding competition
– made by splitting and pounding out the stems from a bush. She is one of the two Tapati Queen candidates.
She must participate in many of the competitions. She's here, along with her team, competing in making the
mahute – pounding them flat, adding more via pounding, etc. That's a sheet of mahute that she's sitting on, and
almost definitely mahute under the feathers on her top and bottom. As one can imagine, this was something of
an all day thing – we left to get lunch and cover another event only to come back and find everyone still at it.
Only looking a lot tireder.
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Update: I adding the above shot from the end of the competition, just before the gathering of the final large
sheets of mahute and judging. A breeze had set in off the water and Halena was wrapped in a pareau, resting
what must have been pretty tired arms from wacking mahute all day. I liked the way the people in the background
sort of set her off. At first this shot was going to just be a companion to others in the related "Moment" entry, but
Nan thought it deserved to be added to the Folio.
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Then I came a cros the shot above. Halena was, along with everyone else on her team, getting ready for the
competitive parade through town. She had just stepped out of the harsh sun into the shade under the edge of a
building with corregated metal siding. As I pointed the camera she looked my way. My favorite shot of her
though, as Tapati Queen candidate was in The Moon has been Eaten, image below:
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I've noticed that, as I've begun doing with my Havre de Grace Street images of people, if there emerges more
than one shot of someone that I like, I use more than the one. This is part of a new approach to the Easter Island
exposures.
Everyone please stay safe – and, more importantly, help keep everyone else safe.
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Young Warriors Getting Ready for the Parade
May 18, 2020

Easter Island Folio additions… The grand Tapati Rapanui parade is actually part of the competition for Tapati
Queen. Each side is awarded points for their floats, etc. Every participant is evaluated and awarded points for
dress, paint, etc.. Parade prep is something of a madhouse, especially the areas set aside for each candidate's
body painting. These two shots were taken in 2007. The first one was a bit (insanely) tricky. There was a little girl
behind the larger boy – all you could see was one leg between his and half her head sticking out of the back of
his. Heck, I didn't even notice her back then when taking the shot. Sure, software has gotten better at removing
unwanted objects and people, but not so much when not isolated at all.
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The second shot was very much in the harsh, bright sun. As far as the adults visible in the two images goes – on
the Island one very quickly gets used to the more relaxed attitude towards different stages of undress, especially
during cultural festivals.
NOTE: it helped to do a review of what was and wasn’t in the Island Folio section – I found a couple that were
missed and corrected that. I can’t believe I had left out the Vivi triptich. Very soon I’ll fill up page 7 and will have
to initiate a page 8. This is kinda fun.
Everyone please stay safe – and, more importantly, help keep everyone else safe.
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More Youth Parade Prep
May 21, 2020

This finishes up my review of exposures from Tapati 2007 parade preparation. The first shot, above, shows a
young lady patiently getting her face painted. I love how the eyes are so focused on that brush. The second
image, below, turned out to be something of a texture shot. It's the central portion of a more inclusive shot that I
was just about to give up on when I noticed this – everyone/everything is coated in that heavy, irregularly applied
white earth pigment. The effect is almost that of a charcoal sketch on rough paper. And the larger it's viewed the
more pronounced the effect is. E.I.Folio Page 7
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With this posting I'll fill up the 7th page of Easter Island Folio images, and set-up an 8th. The bulk of the new
images from the project will obviously be people shots. Maybe this exercise will complete my transition from the
scenics-guy to a people-guy. Hey, as long as it's B&W, I'm happy. And this keeps me working at what I love while
shooting opportunities are at a minimum (ok, nonexistent).
Everyone please stay safe – and, more importantly, help keep everyone else safe.
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Three with Slow Exposure Blur
May 25, 2020
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So, what does one do when there is some interesting action to capture and there is next to no real light at all.
When I reviewed this sequence I remembered – here I was forced to experiment, hand held, with a ridiculously
slow shutter speed (1/4 second) and high ISO (this was 2007 and the sensor on the camera I was using would
only go up to 1600 without falling apart – today that's 3200 and simetimes 6400). Fortunately I saved the
exposures. Most came out far too blurred. In some, like the two below, I managed to catch something of peak
moments, with little motion. With the featured shot above, Kukin dancing, the movement blur actually makes the
picture – I imagine a sudden jerk of his head – in what I make look like a lot more light than it was – did the trick.
Admittedly I never took these exposure seriously until now. The shot of Kukin (pronounced cookeen) has so
much wrong with it, yet all adding up to saying something.
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These just go to show that one should never be daunted or overwhelmed by limitations. They are a challenge
that, in the meeting, sometimes yield pleasant surprises.
These were shot during a performance in a restaurant by the groupo Matatoa. the Island is where I learned to
enjoy performance shooting for my B&W. It's also where I realized that there could be uses for the color JPGs that
accompany my RAW exposures and gave them to Helga, the lady who publishes MoeVarua, a little freebie
magazine promoting Easter Island. This is something I continue to do here at home with groups like Rogue Swan
who are gracious enough to let me exercise my own art on them. It's a win-win, is something of a community
service and makes it all that much more fun.
I'm very anxious for this pandemic to be over so we can all get back to doing what we do. In the meantime I'll
continue my review of Easter Island exposures – I'm finding so much more to work on than I imagined I would.
Everyone please stay safe – and, more importantly, help keep everyone else safe.
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Kari Kari – the other groupo we know members of…
May 28, 2020

Another series of performance images at slow shutter speeds. This wasn't as problematic, I could use a
"blistering" 1/15 to 1/30 second shutter speed. By this time I was getting better at timing my shots for peak
moments, and sometimes like in the second image, below, taking advantage of the situation. This is Mokomai.
Dancer, carver and tattoo artist (he did both of ours). We don't know what it is called, but these guys have a
move vibrating their knees – Nan calls it the bumblebee. Mokomai does it to the point where you're certain he's
going to hurt himself. I caught it in the second shot.
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The last shot is one of the Kari Kari female dancers, with the guys in the background. I was still shooting ISO
1600 for these – the Canon 5D sensor was amazing up to that, then quickly went to pot above. The bulk of the
project was done at the 5D's 12.9 megapixels. It's also amazing how well those exposures held up to all the
interpolation I put them through – some have been blown up to three by four feet and, held up really well.
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New Easter Island images are now being added to an 8th page in the Folio - HERE.
Everyone please stay safe – and, more importantly, help keep everyone else safe.
Previous Post | Home Blog
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Three from Tapati Rapanui 2007
Jun 1, 2020
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The Spear Throwing competition in Tapati consists of throwing home-made spears, with obsidian points, aimed
at a banana tree trunk set at a pretty good distance. My aim was to try and catch the form leading up to release.
This guy seemed to embody it all. Again this was 2007, so a minimum of the spectators were other than
Rapanui.
Below is a young lady in the early stages of a basket-weaving competition, separating the weaving material.
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Finally, here is Roberto in white earth pigment and soot atop one of the parade Moai, celebrating as the parade
winds to a halt on the street above the outdoor theater area. It’s already dark and stage performances are about
to begin.

Everyone please stay safe – and, more importantly, help keep everyone else safe.
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Keep Your Eye on the Spear – and a B&W of a shot

I still have a posting or two from my 2007 review, after the last posting, I have to post the image above from
2008. We timed our return to Easter Island in 2008, a stay of about four months, to conicide with Tapati Rapanui,
the annual two week long cultural festival. This trip I added the Canon 100-400 zoom to my camera bag. This
second spear throwing shot was one I was anxious to get. I've seen slow-motion video of arrows in flight,
showing the up and down bending. So I stepped way back with my zoom (at 210mm) to shoot the spear in flight
as it apporached the vertical banana tree trunk in the distance – a pretty hefty throw. I'm just not sure that the
spear stands out quite as much here as it did for me when I was shooting it, hmm.
As I was pulling my last "potentials" from my 2007 files, Nan requested that I take a favorite shot of hers and turn
it into a nice B&W. It's only a 6 megapixel jpeg, cropped, which means the potential was somewhat limited, but I
think I did it justice. She caught the sun setting just behind the navel of Moai Kona Ngogoro at Tahai (I would
include a later view of the same Moai at sunset in my Folio as Moai Sunset). She was seeing her composition as
symbolic of the Island sometimes being referred to as the navel of the world. And yes, it will go into the Folio,
with her name on it – I'll sleep safer that way.

2008 Tapati was covered pretty generously in the two volumes of The Moon has been Eaten. The Tapati
Rapanui images I'm adding to the Folio now help complete the picture – and even more will be included in the
"Moments" file I'm working on – see next note.

Easter Island Folio Expansion – some thoughts
A year ago I was pretty much convinced that the Easter Island project was signed, sealed and delivered. After all,
I had about a hundred and fifty images in the Folio and two books (along with PDF versions). A couple of months
ago I found myself revisiting my thirty thousand plus exposures – and I'm still coming to terms with my response.
The project began with a goal in mind of somewhere around fifty large-printing scenics – the number that were
pre-sold.
On the Island I found myself shooting people at times, something almost totally new to me. I even included a few
of those images in the first book. Later more of them would show up in the second book. But my focus remained
on the scenics.
When all that was "complete" I spent the next three years here in Havre de Grace shooting street events, haflas,
Rogue Swan performances, etc., learning an awful lot, and, evidently, completely changing what I am looking for.
So when over the last couple of months I found myself confronted with my body of Easter Island exposures, I
found it was a very different me approaching the subject, almost totally uninterested in the scenics and focused
on what I could see in the images of people and even performances.
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I continue to be amazed at how many of these images suddenly demand to be worked up in B&W, many of
which were simply grabbed for fun with a point-and-shoot or iPhone. With this posting I begin my review of 2008
images, having finished with 2006/2007, our first year on the Island. There are a total of two more years of
images to go, exposed over the subsequent eight.
And all this doesn't include the not-ready-for-prime-folio images that are being marked for use in the "Moments"
book I began putting together for Nan – the side project that got me reviewing the images in the first place,
getting me into this predicament. Nan is pointedly looking forward to making her book collection a three volume
set – not counting whatever I do with the 'Moments". Oh well, back to work.
I can't wait to get back to doing more of the local stuff. I'm learning all the time and have some promising ideas.

Equipment Update
I've been using a Fuji X-t3 along with an X-t2 for a while now. I just traded in the X-t2, vertical grip and a lens I
never use for a second X-t3 body. It's not that I don't like the X-t2, it is a wonderful camera, expecially with the
vertical grip. But the swap was painless financially and it eliminates the differences in the two cameras I'm using
when it comes to settings and actual handling. At the same time, I'm interested in seeing if I would prefer one
without the grip – lighter, smaller, etc. I looked into the X-t4 but am not really interested in shelling out that much
money just to have IBIS – I prefer my stabilization in the lens anyway.
Everyone please stay safe – and, more importantly, help keep everyone else safe...
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Finishing up the Review of 2007 Island Images
Jun 8, 2020

Three miscelaneous images to finish up my review of images from Easter Island 2007. Next… on to a review of
2008. The opening shot, Sugar Cane Break was a nightmare to work on – I don't even want to count the ways.
Suffice it to say, it took the better part of three days. One reason it simply had to wait until now.
We were hiking along on the far end of the Island, and in 2007 one could go the entire day seeing or meeting no
one. We ran across these guys taking a break from whatever they were doing to chew on some sugar cane
growing in one of the old manavai structures – walled in planting areas. It seems the rock wall served two
functions other than simply coralling the garden, reducing salt spray from the sea and absorbing moisture at
night for leaking it out during the day. Of course they showed us how to break open pieces of sugar cane and
partake of the sweetness. It was an unexpected and fun break for lunch.
The second shot is of Roberto and his guitar. We had had to abandon the project in October of 2006 for me to
have an emergency operation. When we arrived back in January of 2007 to complete the year-long stay, Roberto
welcomed us with a rendition of Blowin' in the Wind in Rapanui, English and Spanish. Here is a link to the video
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on YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rVjvGeP5DbQ .

The final shot is of Louis (stress on the second syllable). Louis is one of the premier Rapa Nui wood carvers. He
specializes in high-end recreations of the hundreds of old carvings in museums around the world – very few
remain on the Island. Strikingly, his pieces are sealed and finished beautifully, in such a way as to not be
susceptible to the cracking, etc. issues of the originals and most carvings today. They were simply rubbed very
hard with smooth sea shells – creating a smooth, finished look. He seems to have connections in Europe where
he makes a lot of his sales. While we bought a lot of carvings by Rapanui, his were always out of our range. He
was always a great source of information however.
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This exposure was another of what I call my problem children. Louis was working in a small rented room with an
absolutely horrid, distracting background. So i eliminated it and vignetted, erasing any effect on him. Now,
already working up the next few postings for 2008/2009.
Again, all of the new Island folio shots can be found on pages 7&8 of the Easter Island Folio section on this site –
LINK.
Everyone please stay safe – and, more importantly, help keep everyone else safe...
Previous Post | Home Blog | Next Post
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Takona 2009 – Three Ages…
Jun 11, 2020
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Helga Editor of MoeVarua, used takona shots for the cover photos on her monthly magazine (color of course). So
she was always anxious for me to include as many as I could in my shoots – I would turn the color JPGs over to
her before we left each trip. A few were used for covers. In 2009 she arranged for Mokomae to do the takona on a
selection of girls and one baby – two of the girls were Vanessa and Carolina, both included in The Moon has been
Eaten. Three more are here, one above and two below. At present, no names.
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Finally, here's Heidi's baby:

I really appreciate when the takona is applied to just one side of the face – it can be quite attractive on a girl and
very intimidating on a guy. It's done a lot that way on the Island. These have been added to page 8 of the Easter
Island folio.
Everyone please stay safe – and, more importantly, help keep everyone else safe...
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Matatoa Dance – a couple more slow shutter shots
Jun 15, 2020
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Matatoa Dance – a couple more slow shutter shots

I can't help it, when it comes to dance sometimes I'll waste hundreds of shots, and possibly missed good faster
shutter opportunities, to shoot slow and get a couple of nice exposures with just the right blur. In May I did a
posting with three of these from 2007. Well, here are two more, from a 2008 performance of Matatoa, an Island
dance group we know. The shot above is Vanessa again – I can't count the number of good exposures I have of
her. Like with a couple of our local belly-dancers, the camera ljust likes her. The only thing moving is the hips,
quite effective at any angle. Below is another of the Matatoa dancers:
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Unfortunately I don't have a name here, something true of a large number of the images I am now adding to the
Easter Island folio. But now that they are being posted, I can make some contacts on the Island to see how many
of them I can match up.
This leaves me two images shy of filling page 8 of the E.I. Folio. So next posting will be two more that don't want
to match up with others that are upcoming – and then I'll launch page 9 with some Rapanui portraits. Stay tuned,
there is much more to come.

Site Update:
The new Blog-Search is up and running. It's a handy way to find references to specific people, etc.
Unfortunately it will not search PDF archives of even older postings.
Everyone please stay safe – and, more importantly, help keep everyone else safe...
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A Couple of "Street" Views – on the Island of course
Jun 18, 2020

Even though I was not concentrating at all on what one would have to call "street photography" while on the
Island, occasionally I would swing my camera up to capture something interesting. Some of these were taken
with a point-and-shoot or even my iPhone. On the main street in town you can simetimes find a short walkway to
a couple of side-facing shops. By the way, there was no roof above this one. There was something fascinating
about it, with the mannequin out front. It could almost be a mall store here at home.
The second shot spotlights the poster on the outside window of another little clothing store along the main drag
in town. Someone brought back for them a Victoria's Secred bikini, direct from the U.S. The store itself is
acttually pretty nice on the inside. That table just inside the window is something of a work-table.
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The Island is slightly less isolated now that it was in 2006 through say 2012. We loved to cruise some of the little
shops that cropped up, sometimes for a short period of time. Once we came across one of those little glass
bottles of pure maple syrup, the ones with a little handle on them that cost eight to ten dollars here in the states.
It had a price on it that, converted from pesos, came to $36. Two days later, it was gone – we regretted not
getting it.
The final shot here is one I was ambiguous about. It’s an early iPhone jpeg, low resolution, shot in harsh lighting
far beyond its range, At the same time I like the composition and the poster, while typical imaging for Polynesia,
would not even occur to anyone here. And it couldn’t be printed very large at all. These three images, not
scenics, not people, nevertheless help capture a very transitory time on the Island.

Everyone please stay safe – and, more importantly, help keep everyone else safe...
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"Pan" and Fish
Jun 22, 2020

The opening image is a personal shot to introduce the first of the two new Folio images below, Best Darn Baker
in Hanga Roa. Nan took the shot of me as we emerged from our favorite little panaria in Hanga Roa. These fourPage 1 of 3
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part rolls are ubiquitous on the Island, and fantastic when bitten into still warm. You can tell from the background
that it is a dreary, rainy day. Hmm, if these additions ever amount to a third volume book, this coule make for a
good shot of me to use inside the jacket…
The fellow below gets our vote for best baker on the Island. Here he responds to my raising my iPhone at him.
Bread was baked fresh daily, and could get stale very fast. The exposure was made by an old 8 megapixel
iPhone, but fortunately in TIFF format, so I managed to get something out of it. Interestingly, Nan's point-andshoot was shooting TIFFs too at this point but had a higher resolution, for better job on her grab shot of me. Go
figure.

The second shot was taken on the older iPhone, but jpeg, of course. And then I had to crop it. On top of that the
paper towel that Eddie Tuki's wife is holding in her hand was twice as large as here, the now-missing part being
struck by the sun and irretrievably blocked out. No auto-fixit for that one – I had to carefully remove that part and
replace some of the sidewalk bricks myself, the hard way – a two cups of coffee effort.
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We loved to hit the morning market in town, never knowing what offerings there might be. Everything from a
glorious mixture of fresh vegetables to the back of a pickup offering machete-cut chunks of beef (no butcher cuts
here). Unless the water was awfully rough, there would probably be someone offering their early morning catch.
This looked like Eddie had a pretty good run. After purchase, fish are usually gutted and thrown on the fire, to be
served as is – we've picked the meat off many a fish that way. The first time Nan looked down at her plate and
saw the fish looking back at her, she did balk a little.
Eddie and his wife were "Rapanui Couple" in The Moon has been Eaten, where they were participating in the
Tapati 2007 food preparation competition:

I've come to realize that, in general, people don't respond to an iPhone being aimed at them the same as a
camera – they are much more likely to strike a quick pose and enjoy the process. This is why now I've always got
mine with me, 12 megapixels and using third party camera apps that shoot RAW. This way it can create pretty
darn good b&w-capable exposures where a big hulking camera might be overkill for the situation.
Everyone please stay safe – and, more importantly, help keep everyone else safe...
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Three Portrait Shots – without names at this point
Jun 25, 2020
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Three Portrait Shots – without names at this point

Wow, into page nine of folio images from the Island. For a project where the original goal was forty to fifty
images, that seems incredible. There are three more portraits here, the kind I prefer to do where I roam around
either catching people unawares or right at the point of becoming aware that my camera is pointed at them. I like
to hold the shutter down for a series of three or four exposures, making sure I catch the moment (oops, these
were added to the Folio a coupld of postings early).
I'm really happy with all three of these. The lady in the intro shot, no matter what she was doing, seemed to be
smiling. The only reason she wasn't in the second volume of The Moon has been Eaten is that I couldn't seem to
be able to get a name. I'll try again.

Note on the intro image:
I don’t usually say much about specifics in the worflow about an image unless someone asks. But I will with
this one. Something I didn’t notice until I got into working the exposure into a b&W – the array of fly-away hairs
on her forehead (big wind is the norm on the Island). It was lunch time before I finished removing them.
Another great example of something that the appreciative eye dismisses while the camera can’t:
The second portriat is of a lady gracing the opening Tapati 2008 opening celebration, where a larger number
than usual of the older generation attended, many dressed up – I love the retro hat:
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The final image is just an Island couple oblivious to everyone else, including me and my camera. I have a couple
of typical Rapanui necklaces, but I would very much love to have the stone fish-hook he is wearing.

I'll have to, at some point, contact someone we know to not only get names, but to see if any of these people
want me to send prints (the best way to accomplish that is to wait until we find someone traveling to the states
and give/send the prints to them to take back). These have been added to Page 9 of the Easter Island folio.
Everyone please stay safe – and, more importantly, help keep everyone else safe...
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Works in Progress – in Havre de Grace
Jun 28, 2020

I took my camera out today to where all the wall paintings are going up downtown. Two of them were actively
works in progress, so I thought I’d see what I could do with that. What I noticed, with the cloudy, flat lighting, was
that the artists at work looked (to me anyway) as if they were part of the paintings. I knew that the effect would be
accentuated by conversion to b&w. In both cases here it’s interestingly difficult separate the real-live from the art.
And – these are quite high resolution images, with little limit on how large they can be printed.
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Another oddity is the proportions of the images. Both resisted all of my attempts at cropping whatsoever –
making for very elongated images. Both images are being added to the Havre de Grace Street 2020 Album on
the Blog Albums page.
NEW TOYS
One thing that helps in dealing with lockdown is an occasional new toy, not that they can't sometimes also be
useful tools. I have two, both very, very cheap. The first is a simple lens reversal ring for my normal lens – fitting
the lens on the camera with this allows incredibly close-up macro work. Much closer than a normal macro lens.
Sure, you have to work in manual mode, and be very careful with the lens, but there are occasions when this
could be handy. Now I just have to find something worthy of b&w up that close. The second item is called
UURIG. Cameras with swing out viewers have no problem turning around the viewer so the photographer can
film himself vlogging, etc. But I much, much prefer my swing down, up, etc. screens, their only weakness being
that they just won’t do that. This little gadget is the solution – it slides into the flash slot and provides a reflected
view of the screen. Of course it might be a while until I need this, but I can still play with it.

Everyone please stay safe – and, more importantly, help keep everyone else safe...
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There are two subject matters that never fail to distract me from whatever project I'm supposed to be working on
– tree stumps and flowers, in b&w of course. Sometimes Nan has to find ways to try and drag me back to the
challenge at hand. The image above though is a tree stump Rapanui style, converted into a fantastic yard
carving.
The flower below could have been shot almost anywhere. But I've always enjoyed working up b&w images of
flowers – a quintessential color domain. It's not very "Islandy" but I had a good time with it. And this was taken
with the iPhone, the original exposed in b&w tiff format! Tiff exposures on the phone are maybe 50X better to
work with than jpg – RAW being 10X better than that.

OK, might as well add another b&w flower image – again with the iPhone. Then next posting I’ll get back to NOT
flowers and/or tree stumps……
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The Evolving Priject
The Easter Island project lasted from 2006 through 2016, at least I thought that it did. But the evolution of the
project turned out to be as much in my head as in original execution. This review of the exposure has the
resultant folio, originally scenics with a couple of candid portraits, becoming one consisting of scenics, portraits,
street photography, performance photography, some along journalistic lines, and even some more personal stuff.
This review is turning into a journey of discovery. Page 9 of Easter Island Folio.
Everyone please stay safe – and, more importantly, help keep everyone else safe...
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Two Books on THE STRANGE CASE OF ROGUE SWAN
Jul 3, 2020

Originally mine was only going to be a PDF eBook for the Rogue Swan people, and myself of course. After all,
this was a major mini-project. I put that together and posted if for download by anyone who wanted it. By the
way, it was also downloaded a goodly number of times from outside the area, and even country. Then Nan
decided she wanted me to morph that into a formal, hard-bound book for a 55th anniversary present (ok, we
married a little young). So I did it right, making some major changes and then having it printed by the only service
I know that does quality b&w – in spite of their very scary pricing (there is one other outfit that does that kind of
quality a little cheaper, but with a 25 copy minimum, ouch). The paper and ink used are the same as I use for my
original prints.
When the file was ready I conveniently received a very rare sale offer that enabled me to order two for a total of
$380. That’s “only” $105 for the second one – and that goes to Katie Gordon at Rogue Swan to show our
appreciation for the opportunity.
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The Strange Case of Rogue Swan has been added to my BOOKS page, along with a link to its own page. It’s
10”x10”, 114 pages and 147 of the images, a number of which are two-page spreads. This is meant to be an
edition of two – although if anyone connected to the project wants one at cost I would ablige ($275). But I do
believe it worth listing as one of my books.
Rogue Swan themselves have made something similar/different out of my images from this project – more along
the scrapbook line, a well done, well printed, hard bound, gorgeous (and more fun) volume – put together by Lilli
Burril. Subtitled: A Visual Chronicle of the Making of an Original Musical. They gave me one signed by as
many of the cast as they could under present day circumstances. It is definitely a coffee table book – built to be
passed around and looked at. And it’s a full 12x12 inches.

Using my images (yay) it celebrates a performance that will be remembered by those fortunate (and wise)
enough to witness it. Partly because of Rogue Swan and the Opera House, Havre de Grace rocks.
Previous Post | Home Blog
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Continuing with the Island Portraits - two of them in the name hunt

The first image in this set, above, is of something I chased fruitlessly for a good while, almost giving up because
it's almost impossible to catch the eyes when someone is wearing one of these things. They appear very
practical for keeping a brutal sun off one's head, especially if one has to work for an extended period of time in
the open. So when I caught this guy, attending one of the Tapati 2008 sports competitions, I knew I could quit my
search.
Update: Goodness, it’s Xetro (pronounced Jethro). He became our next door neighbor during
our stays beginning 2009. Xetro Tuki – he had been living on the mainland for a couple of
years and finally decided to return to Island life. We just heard from Terry that he saw it and
likes how sexy he looks. Cool.
The image below is also from Tapati Rapanui 2008. Antonia Pate Niara, a friend and mother of one of the Tapati
Queen candidates. She was attending one of the competitions, sitting in mixed sun and shade – I caught her
looking at some activity on the higher rocks off to the side. There's another shot of Antonia in Volume II of The
Moon has been Eaten, taking a break from a mat-weaving competition where she was a contestant.
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The final image here is our friend Antonia, acctually a second shot of her, mother of Tapati Queen Candidtate
Viviana, resting during one of the competitions she was entered in.

Now added to page 9 of the Easter Island folio – HERE. Check that and page 8 out for all of the “new” Island
images recently added…

Site Note: I have just moved the 2019 Blog postings into a 2019 PDF, on the left of the Archives page...
Update: the Easter Island folio has been redesigned slightly to reflect which images are in which books and
which are not yet in a volume – this could mean some one-page moves of images linked to recently.
Everyone please stay safe – and, more importantly, help keep everyone else safe...
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Tapati Rapanui Youth Horse Race, with a couple of stage images
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Tapati Rapanui Youth Horse Race, with a couple of stage images
Jul 9, 2020

Argh, the horse racing image was a quick grab shot with a point-and-shoot, and a jpeg to boot – it was either that
or miss it because I just wasn’t ready for it. I actually like it better than anything else I took at that particualr Tapati
Rapanui 2008 competition with my SLR. It works best at maximum print size, 12x16 where the flying clumps of
dirt really show up. Not to mention the faces in the crowd. Sometimes, with one’s own images, one will grow on
you the more you look at it – this is one of those for me.
The fellow below began as one of the dancers on the outdooe Tapati stage, moving forward to start a fire, right
there in the sand floor – I like the shot even though the fire is hidden by the grasses. He has the coolest Make
Make painted on his chest.
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Below is one of the competitors in the Takona recitation, where they display and explain aspects of the body
painting (not all wore tops). I loved this girl’s positioning relative to the Ggiant face painted on the stage backdrop.

Now added to page 8 of the Easter Island folio – HERE.…
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Peak Moments in Three Tapati Rapanui Community Dance Numbers
Jul 13, 2020

These very crowded but well orchestrated community dance numbers were wonderful. And rotation allowed
everyone some time at the front. I had a very lucky perspective for the evening represented here, and have a
slew of images. Here I selected three, each representing an age group or category – although I have no notes as
to which Tapati Queen candidate two of them were representing in the competition. The opening image includes
Lucy, one of the three candidates – right front, so that one is evident. She would go on to win.
Below, the younger ladies take the stage:
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And last, the young men really get into it:

Now added to page 9 of the Easter Island folio – HERE. Check that and page 8 out for all of the “new” Island
images recently added…
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School Day and a couple of youth close-ups
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School Day and a couple of youth close-ups
Jul 16, 2020

We’ve been fortunate to be on Island for a number of School Day events. Every class, every grade pulls out all
the stops for their booth or performance. The intro image is a panorama of great faces that I’m adding to the
Easter Island folio – a bright sunny day on the outdoor, sandy staging area the youngest of the young ladies of
the Island were setting up to do their dance. Everyone is there, parents and siblings are taking pictures, etc. I
remember just standing there with the shutter held down for a couple of sequences of a half dozen or more
shots. Recently I went through them – this one takes the prize for having one fantastic array of expressions
telling the story. When this additional series of Island images makes a book, this will definitely be a two-page
spread.
Below is another shot of a young lady in Takona. Helga wanted another shot for her magazine, MoeVarua – she
got the color version and I made my b&W. When I did portrait shots for Helga, I never knew if she’s use them as
they were taken or reverse them to work better on the cover.
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The image below was a shot I grabbed of a friend of Maruka’s holding his little girl. For some reason her face
gave me something I’ve been trying to gibure out for a while, the subtitle for the third volume of The Moon has
been Eaten – obviously with a concentration on faces. That should be quite a few more images than appeared in
the second volume. My only excuse is that up to a certain point I seem to have had tunnel-vision as to what I
thought I was looking for and simply needed to remove my blinders in order to see all the potential there. I’m
really enjoying this expansion of the folio.
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These have been added to page 9 of the Island folio – HERE. And continuing with the issue of a shortage on
names at this point…
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News from the Island we did not want to hear…
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News from the Island we did not want to hear…
Jul 19, 2020
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Luis Tomas Pate Riroroko is gone. In June I included my little quickie shot of him carving – we would visit him in
his studio. It seems there was some kind of fishing accident and he was flown to the mainland, but didn’t make it.
I’m reposting that portrait. We got to know an amazing number of good people in our three years on Easter
Island, Luis was one of them. It helped that he was so fluent in English. We haven’t been back to the Island now
since 2016, but feel the loss as if we were there.
If you walked by the shop you could tell if he was in by looking in the window at this chair. This is where he
worked, catching the light from the street. Behind him, lined up on tables, were his recent carvings. His were
among the most polished on the Island. I did a series of pictures for him at one point. That was early enough on
where, there being a large number of images and my being limited on storage space, and they weren’t for my
use, I deleted my copies. It would be nice to post a few here. Luis specialized in reproductions of carvings in
museums around the world – there are hundreds, while the Island museum has very few.
It’s interesting that new, original work, no matter how good it is, sells for much, much less than good reproductions
of the museum pieces. We’ve purchased both and were always shocked how reasonably priced a beautiful
original work was compared to a couple of our prized copies. Between 2006 and 2016 we saw a noticible
downturn in the average quality of the carving on the Island, as the great ones aged. Luis seemed, to us anyway,
to be the youngest of them. We have already heard that Rapanui have already started hoarding a lot of the best
pieces – with Luis gone that is going to accelerate. I hope the Museo jumps quickly into acquiring a good
selection.
Watching Luis work was always interesting, the level of concentration, the unbelievable speed with intervals of
slow, intricate care. Within minutes he could be ankle deep in wood shavings.
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A Rapa Nui School Day Exhibit – a Life-size Chess Set
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A Rapa Nui School Day Exhibit – a Life-size Chess Set
Jul 21, 2020
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A Rapa Nui School Day Exhibit – a Life-size Chess Set

The incentive for this posting was a real need on my part to smile when thing about the Island right now. These
chess pieces were life-size – and visitors could play games with them, a chess set collector’s dream. Obvious
from the picture, the Rapanui are very open in depicting the human body, unlike what we are used to with Greek
style sculpture They very often depict the male anatomy as shown here – Nan calls it much more interesting. I
don’t know why it didn’t occur to me at the time, but I would love to have a smaller set carved to match, to add to
our carving collection. Would I want this larger set – you bet. Of course, I can only imagine the carrying case(s) it
would require – arrrrgh.
As I mentioned in a previous posting, we loved it when we could attend teh outdoor School Day celebrations. It
makes for a day of seeing some wonderful exhibits by the various classes, along with performances. The only
negative – and don’t we all have them – is my caution to NOT get the popcorn. Butter and sugar instead of butter
and salt sent me to the nearest trash can to spit it out. And it smelled so good. When I asked around I was
informed that this is quite common in the Southern Hemisphere. Yuck.
As I review the Island exposures for images to add to the folio, there are a number of additions, mostly
rejections, and the few inevitable borderline cases. Thus is life. The two images posted here fall in that category.
The chess set worked out pretty well, attaining something of a charcoal sketch look that I sometimes like. The
second image, another one of those iPhone grab shots, makes the grade for other reasons – if Shakespeare
could utilize moments of comic relief in his tragedies, I can certainly interrupt a folio or exhibit of my work with
something of the same.

A large carving outside a public building along the coast in town. Here I had fun circling around it with my iPhone
camera and taking a shot that I like to call: They Went That Way.
Then there’s always my own favorite, along with the story behind it in The Moon has been Eaten, my Warrior in
Stone, from a Tapati Rapanui coastal carving competition HERE – the 12th image on page 3 of the Easter Island
folio (in an exhibit it can be amazing how many people miss the point when they pass the image).
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Papas Makona – I interrupt this b&w blog with a color image
Jul 26, 2020

– because it has been four years since we've eaten one of these and I really, really, really want one. It's a Papas
Makona, a dish served by our favorite little cafe in Hanga Roa on Easter Island. The plate is so full that it's all
Nan and I can do to finish one between us – and it pairs with beer magnificently (on the Island – Escudo).
The recipe is pretty obvious from the picture: french fries, baby shrimp (always frozen on the Island), diced
tomatoes, green onions and a light white sause. This is Makona's signiture dish, as in the name of the place is
Cafe Makona – makone being the Rapanui word for "full". Papas is just Spanish for potatoes.
So, during this lockdown, we're gonna try and put this toghether ourselves – and challenge anyone and everyone
else to do the same. We guarantee it will be one of the best taste combinations you will ever experience. Just
follow the picture – and for some reason, the beer is an important addition. Below is a b&w of Nan and a friend at
Cafe Makona. In the background on the left are the owner/chef Alexandra (the x pronounced like an h) and our
friend Roberto who did a lot of the heavy work. Alexandra was formally trained as a chef on the mainland, and
came up with some innovative recipes. Her sauce for dipping deep-fried slices of varieties of sweet potato types
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in is to die for (the red skinned, white inside variety that we can get here now are my favorite). Last time we
checked she still has the cafe – in spite of losing Roberto a little over a year later.
Look at the bottom edge of the image and you can see that the place sits right on the edge of the brick sidewalk.
Great place to sit, eat great food, enjoy good company and watch the girls/people of Hanga Roa walk by:

Not an actual Folio image, but destined to be included in the Moments collection. Below is the color exposure –
Nan wanted be to include it here, insisting that since I showed the food in color that I couldn’t refuse to show the
restaurant. Enjoying the opportunity to put a color image and b&w finished file side by side, and not enoying the
potential of many lumps on my head, I decided to run with it.

So – a challenge – anyone else want to try the Papas Makona recipe, let me know how it works out?
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The new Havre de Grace Artist Registry, uncomplicated and direct – just what is needed
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The new Havre de Grace Artist Registry, uncomplicated and direct –
just what is needed
Aug 1, 2020

Wow, another off-topic posting – the new Havre de Grace Artist Registry, accessed through
hdgartscollective.org, is just getting up and running. Usually when I see one of these I close my eyes and look for
a brick wall to bang my head against. Just check out the Maryland State Arts Council Artists Directory and you
will see what I mean – what a freaking nightmare to navigate. But this one is evidently being put together by
someone with an eye to making the site user friendly.
At this point there are only a handful of artists registered, so get busy folks. the lady in charge is there to answer
questions and I'm sure will address the inevitable complications (always there with artists). Access the form here:
https://hdgartscollective.org/havre-de-grace-artist-registry-2/havre-de-grace-artist-registry/ and start filling it in –
changes can be made at any time.
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I see this fast becoming the go-to place to check our local artists, find web sites, identify galleries and make
contact. And talk about brand new, here's the list as of today – time to get your name on there…

Simply be ready with one large image and a couple of small ones. I wasn't ready with the small ones, so left
them for later. The short bio section can be used to describe one's web site and/or blog where there is room for
all the information one wants to put out there. They also give a prominent link to one's web site.
Now all I have to do is get Nan motivated to register……
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Snow Scene in August – works for me…
Aug 4, 2020

I'll get back to the Easter Island Folio additions soon, but I have a few backed up, unrelated postings to catch up
on first. I was printing up a (color) snow scene Nan had me shoot for her – something to use as a starting point
for a new painting – and came up with these two images for me in b&w. Two street corner views of Havre de
Grace in an evening snow storm. They capture a little bit of the feeling of our town around the Christmas
holidays. I keep telling Nan that she’d “better” have her painting ready for a Christmas card this year (telling Nan
that she’s “better” is akin to poking a bear in his cave). I added that if not, I just might have to do b&w Christmas
cards this time around.
I simply call these Havre de Grace Street Corners in the snow #1 and #2. Second one below:
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I keep meaning to make an effort to expand my collection of Havre de Grace scenics, but find that I'm so much
more interested in the street and performance stuff any more. And yes, it's even more snowy scenes, ouch. At
about 12x16 (or larger) the large falling snowflakes bring these two images to life. Good thing, 12x16 on 16x20 is
about as far up as I can go during lockdown as far as mounting/matting. I’ll be doing up #1 for RiverView soon.
Next posting is a little Other People’s Art thing – I love doing those.
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Havre de Grace Gets a Folio Section Here – it's about time…
Aug 10, 2020

Folios are made up of my favorite images from projects, print-ready images. This process was pretty clear cut for
past projects, as long as my work was focused on the grand scenic, with any images involving people being
within that theme. My Havre de Grace project reversed that. People are the focus, leaving any scenic work as
falling loosely within that theme. This creates "issues" both in classifying images (sub-folios) and providing
availability. For this reason I am just now far enough along to create Folio pages here for my Havre de Grace
images. It feels long overdue.
Ultimatesly this is by far my largest project, at least as far as results. In creating Folio listings for the project I'm
putting my favorites front and center. This will make access to images much simpler and usable. At the seme
time I will continue expanding the PDF Blog Albums that contain a complete record of project images – a
considerable number of which may have uses other than exhibit, etc., any of wihich can be provided on request.
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The process has begun, and may take a little while to complete. The Folio is divided into sub-folios by category,
accessable by clicking on either “FOLIOS” at the top of the Home Page or “Havre de Grace" just below the
banner image. When we moved into town from the outskirts, and simultaneously the town began really coming
alive, I had no idea how hugely this project would evolve. The hopefully short break we are presently in gives me
an opportunity to review, evaluate and organize things. The Moonshine Hafla page, thumbnail grid shown here,
was the first finished. Hopefully it will be able to be expanded – eventually.
Anyone who needs/wants to will be able to review the images easily and at will now – click on any and go
through the slide show. There will also be with links to full posting PDFs in case they want to view everything. I
will be working on the other sections as I can. As always with any of my projects, small (approximately
6x9) originals, matted 8x10, can be had by any subject on request (anything larger would be heavily
discounted).
* Access on the Home Page by either clicking on FOLIOS across the top or selecting the folio desired from the
list across under the banner image.
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Havre de Grace Street and Performance – On the Eve of Lockdown
Aug 14, 2020

From mid-2016 through early 2020 our town of Havre de Grace has been my focus. And I thoroughly expected to
continue through this year – with a couple of small exceptions, this wasn't to be. I've now had an opportunity to
organize this work into folios, joining those from past projects.
On the Home Page, the FOLIOS link leads to a listing of all my my posted folios, including the new selections.
wThe Havre de Grace Street and Performance link is a direct gateway to the various category folios connected
with my Havre de Grace Street project. Those are listed (and linked) here, below:
• First Fridays
• Town Events
• Wilde iPhone Window Portrait Series
• Everything Else Street
• Moonshine Hafla
• Rogue Swan
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• Other Wind Up Toy, Duke Thompson, Virginia Wolf

These folio galleries, as with my other folios – except for the Strange Case of Rogue Swan gallery, are selections
of my favorite images. That one, because of the nature of the project, simply scratches the surface – there a link
is provided to the pdf eBook with over 140 images.
I have made sure to include, with each gallery, the following notice:
7x9 original print, matted 8x10, free on request to subjects (12x16 discounted)
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an Other People's Art posting – JimmyO Burril totes
Aug 21, 2020
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We have a lot of family, both going down and sideways – the up direction pretty much ends with us now. This
makes for a need at Christmas and birthdays for gifts to get for people who are, at this point, a heck of a lot
better off than us – those folk for whom an imaginative economy present is more thab fine. We solve the problem
by beginning early in the year and looking for meaningful and/or fun gifts. This has the added benefit of leaving
us the ability to spend perhaps more than is wise where it is needed.
Recently Nan ordered one of local artist JimmyO Burril's tote bags from here: https://society6.com/s?
q=Jimmyo&context=Jimmyo. Not original pieces but they turned out to be surprisingly heavy duty, well printed
totes, nice enough for gifts. We immediately ordered a pair as a birthday gift for our eldest daughter who is in the
process of moving to Wisconsin – the one pictured here with April on it and one sporting a very frightening clown
(her thing). She was ecstatic. Now we've put in an order for three more for Christmas gifts – great for giving full of
lesser goodies.
Again these things are quite well made – and here in town, we have JimmyO to sign them. Note: a home made
cookie or two helps there.
We generally prefer going for original art pieces, but we're having fun with these.
Now, maybe I can get back to expanding my Easter Island folio, as well as sprinkling a couple of missed images
into the Havre de grace folios – those efforts are not quite finished with….
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Jo Biden 25 years ago…
Aug 21, 2020

In 1995 I was in DC with a small group from the United Auto Workers in Delaware. Biden was Senator so he
spent some time with us. At one point I took this grab shot with old Tri-X film pushed to about 1600. Not a great
shot, but I liked the side look and hought now was a good time to go looking for it. Now he’s (hopefully) going to
be President. That’s all I’ll say, mainly because once I got started on the alternative I could never bite my tongue
as much as Nan can.
The neat thing is that this will be the first addition to the portrait folio from “The Negative Years” in…….a long
time.
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Early Selfie – another "negative years" portrait
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Early Selfie – another "negative years" portrait
Aug 24, 2020

When I was going back through all my scanned-negative files to retrieve the Joe Biden shot, I stumbled on this. A
selfie done the old way – setting the camera up with a timer and posing. This is 1981 using b&w film in our
livingroom. My hair wasn't that dark, I just wasn't using flash. more like a dirty blond – then it didn't really go gray,
just straight to white. I call this our:
It's Saturday, we've just hiked the three kids around the four mile block, they're sacked out on the floor with the
dog, and we're all alone look.
So I'm adding this to the "Negative Years" portrait folio. Now maybe I ought to get to finishing up the Easter
Island additions…
Previous Post | Home Blog | Next Post
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More Easter Island Additions – a couple of Roberto Pakomio Shots
Aug 27, 2020

I'm fast reaching the point with the Easter Island review where I'm in the vast gray area of not-so-sure's. A
number of my shots of Roberto fall in this category, complicated by the fact that he's gone. For example: there's
one that I feel that I should ask about first and can't, so, as much as I like the image, I'm electing to leave it out.
I'm adding these two to the Folio though. The intro shot is new. Roberto, ever the daredevil, asked me to
photograph him leaping from this overhang into the far-too rocky open cave far too far below. Being that all I
could see ahead was broken legs and/or head, I had to tell hime that if he jumped I would not shoot. So he
settled for a leap across the length of the natural bridge that spans the cave. This is meant to be printed large for
the detail - the folio view (page 9) gives a little better view.
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The next shot, above, is of Roberto's grave, taken over a year after he died. His bandana is still there, along with
some additions. I posted the color version at the time – it's an iPhone shot, but a TIFF so It wasn't impossible to
do something with it.
Working up a coupld/few more of these, while I contemplate where exactly I'm going with these in the way of a
third book, etc.
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More Folio Expansion – Hafla Images added
Aug 30, 2020
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More Folio Expansion – Hafla Images added

With this posting I'm adding the intro image to the Hafla folio, belly dancer Maimah Loren. It's an image that I
didn't post in January, awaiting a major fix-it. What with the constantly changing lighting, spectator heads and
legs, etc. that happens a lot. I’m also now including another shot of Maimah, along with upgraded images of
three others.

I want to represent in the folio as many of the performers in the folio as possible. I do get excited when a dancer
who has appeared before comes back – it ups the chances of getting the one shot I want. The three dancers
below, who were featured in blogs at the time, are in order – Hanna Aisha, Kimala Nar and Mariza:

This should complete my pre-pandemic exhibit of images from the Moonshine Haflas at the Opera House here in
Havre de Grace. It's been interesting watching the progress of some of them as they not only get better, but
become comfortable enough to not let the effort show in their expressions. As always, I hope the ladies
represented are happy with the results.
As always, the images always look a little more detailed and impressive in the folio slide show: HERE for
these. Here's hoping that when things get back to normal the Hafla comes back to the Opera House.
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Nan is the one on the Right… back to the Easter Island Folio
Sep 2, 2020
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Nan is the one on the Right… back to the Easter Island Folio

To begin with, I've added to the folio the finished versions of a few images that were posted on the blog earlier
this year – everything added today is on Page 9. Another iPhone shot, showing a quick break for a biscuit snack,
that's Maruka on the left. It seems the early sailors landing on the island left behind a liking for these biscuits, or
hard-tack. Fresh they're not all that bad, and one can still find them everywhere on the island, the cheapest way
to get something to eat. In fact, in 2006 through 2010 stays, they were a regular part of our diet.
The image below is fairly typical. We were taken along to a family memorial gathering – Rapanui style – for an
elder who had passed. A photo was propped up and songs were sung while food was cooking, buried in a
traditional pit nearby. At one point, something very common, three of the young ladies performed a traditional
dance.
By this point people were so used to us being around that nobody paid me any mind, and I'm good at staying
back out of the way. This one will show a lot printed large.

This fills page 9 of the Island images – making for about 225 images, far in escess of my original goals. I'll be
setting up and starting a page 10 for finishing up on the few that remain to be worked up. That should leave room
for the odd late addition.
A total of three years on the Island produced a awful lot of images. Mining those for favorites is a daunting task,
made more so by hindsight. The farther I get away from making the original exposures, and the more of them I
finish with, the more of the remainder emerge to remind me of what I was seeing at the time, and the more ideas
I find I have as to what I can do with them in b&w. This happened to a lesser extent with the Acada National Park
project, two of the images from the trip being added to the folio years later. But that was after shooting for a little
less than one month, not thirty six.
Another difference is that the original set of folio images were selected for my book, The Moon has been Eaten,
reflecting the scope of the original project. The subsequent additions chosen for the second volume, meant at the
time to finish telling the story. Now, after a break to work on my present Havre de Grace Street project, I find I
have a new perspective, in some ways more in tune with that while I was actually shooting.
This time images are emerging on their own, not as much to fit a volume. If there is to be one, it certainly would
not include all of them – definitely a new perspective. The reasons for including images in the folio now range
from their potential as exhibit prints to simply interesting shots that someone involved might like to have. It's all
part of the story, and it's going to make for a much larger folio than I anticipated – but I hope interesting. I'm
dreading the idea of having to select an exhibit from it.
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Library Door and Street Clown – More from Easter Island
Sep 9, 2020

.Just a short posting while I add more images to the Easter Island Folio – HERE. The door on the library in
Hanga Roa is interesting for more than the carving. Just look where the handles are. On our last couple of trips I
did a little iPhone work in town. Both of these today are from that body of work. The image below is something of
a one-off. My only guess is that he was visiting from the mainland and hanging around town making balloons for
kids. We had never seen him before, or after.
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I’ve also added to the Folio a fixed version of the Cafe Makona shot I posted a while back – the one with Nan
and Helga in it, and Roberto and alexandra in the background on the left.
There isn't always something of a story behind a shot – especially iPhone grab work. When third party camera
apps began to be able to be set to shoot in RAW, the thing became an important addition to my b&w toolkit.
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Ahu Akivi Restoration 50th Anniversary
Sep 22, 2020

In 2010 we were invited to attend a 50th Anniversary celebration of the restoration of Ahu Akivi. There are
seven Moai on Ahu Akivi, representing the explorers who brought word back to the original settlers that they had
found them a home. They are, by far, not the largest Moai on the Island, and they sit farther inland than most.
We’ve seen photos of excavations of the area that show a good deal of below-ground construction – covered
back up now. Brigid Mulloy, daughter of William Mulloy who played a role in the restoration, was on hand for the
celebration – which included music and ceremonial food presentation, of course.
Above, anyone who was anyone involved lined up to have official pictures taken. I fired this one off for myself –
not doing anything with it until now. I figure that if anyone wants a good size b&w print file I can provide it. The
image below is an iPhone shot of the picture from the original restoration that was printed on the t-shirt that we
were given. Folio images show best on the Folio pages – the group shot is HERE (a little larger than most in
case someone needs it).
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Island Folio Additions – Nan
Sep 29, 2020

As I'm getting near the end of making additions to the Easter Island Folio, I'm working up images that I'm
ambiguous about putting in the Easter Island Folio. Some are more personal, yet part of the "story" of the project.
So there may be more postings like this one, where I'm including the first two images of Nan in the folio. The third
is an iPhone shot at the airport in Hanga Roa of Terry's daughter and two grandchildren are ready to board a
plane after a visit – I'm figuring she might like to have it.
This will makie for a pool of well over 200 images to draw from if and when there is an exhibit to put together –
wow. And I'm finding that some of the additions are new favorites, wondering why it took me so long to see their
potential. Others are more personal images, snapshots even, that I've converted and have come to appreciate.
There are still a handful of images to work up – and there might be a straggler or two when I'm done, after all I
made one addition to the Acadia folio twenty five years after, and it's one of my faves.
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Island Folio Additions – Nan

Both images I'm adding today are of Nan – they started off as grab shots (one is iPhone). They're part of the
story of our Island project thet I'm just now seeing as integral to it – and like with years of our family pictures at
home, I've worked them up in b&w.
The intro image is a favorite of mine, Nan with what she calls her Rapanui-hair. The combination of wind and
humidity always did a number on it – making it the only place she actually likes to wear a hat. Next she's sitting in
the doorway of our cabin our first year.

Both have been added to the Island folio, page 10 HERE (always better viewed there). Finally, the image of
Terry's daughter and grandkids:
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Nan's New Painting – in Other People's Art
Oct 2, 2020

I wanted to do one of my "Other People's Art" postings on Nan's new painting last week when she finished it –
and announce that it cold be seen in the RiverView Gallery in town. BUT someone bought it the day she put it in.
So I did the next best thing, used it for our new banner on Facebook. Since that only shows the mid-section of
the painting, and gives no real information, I'm going ahead with it here.
This is an 18x24 painting (in a nice bronzish, dark gold classic frame I managed to find for her). A sunrise over
the Promenade view here in town. Sorry the real thing can't be viewed, it IS nice.
Man was it difficult to manage a decent jpeg image for the internet of this thing! A truism about photographing
paintings, one you can check out very easily by visiting a book store and comparing book images of famous
paintings, is that you can never trust photographs of paintings. And there are good reasons for that. Including the
fact that photographing will either improve or weaken the visual effect – it simply can't match it. I can't count the
number of times I've seen impressive work on line and been horribly disappointed by the real thing.
A note to artists: before calling it quits on a work, photograph it and see if it somehow improves – if it does go
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back and work on it, using what you observed as a guide. Conversely, when the painting is at its optimum, it
becomes impossible to capture it completely.
The issue becomes more pronounced when either going for a print or optimizing an image for posting on line –
arrrgh. Anyway, the reason I mention this is that, in this age of smart-phones and iPads, it is another tool in an
artists tool kit to be abe to shoot a quick, evenly lit shot of a painting, mess with it there for possible improvement
of tone, etc., and potentially return to the easel for further work.
When you can't get the photo to quite measure up, no matter how much you try, you're done.
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Saying Goodbye to an Old Friend and Co-worker
Oct 7, 2020

Not the blog posting I had ready, or one I wanted to make. In 1979 – lets not count how many years have flowed
under that bridge – Peggy Loftus, a co-worker who bacame a friend of the family, wanted me to do a formal
portrait of her. More than that, she wanted to look glamorous. After four or five rolls of Plus-X, I came up with this.
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Saying Goodbye to an Old Friend and Co-worker

She was happy, and I was relieved. I was strictly the b&w, tripod scenics guy at the time. The occasional grabshot portrait was it. I can’t remember before or evey since setting up lights, etc. for a formal sitting. I’ve even
been known to call in friends who specialize in that sort of thing to fill in for me.
Good memory. Peggy passed last week-end. Hers will make for a couple funerals, along with two weddings,
we’ve had to miss since covid lockdown. Life is stressful enough, this adds feelings of guilt to that burden. One
feels like they are abandoning everyone.
While this is certainly not the image of Peggy that Nan or I would choose to remember her by, I do think it is the
one she would want posted.
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Two from the Tapati Rapanui Opening Ceremony 2008
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Two from the Tapati Rapanui Opening Ceremony 2008
Oct 8, 2020

Two additions to the Easter Island folio. These, like some others of these late additions, are more along the lines
of images that, looking back, some on and off the Island might find interesting. The intro image shows the then
Governor of the Island performing the ceremonial food presentation to the elders of the community. The second
shot, below, shows the Mayor of Hanga Roa, the only town on the Island, posing with that year’s three Tapati
Queen Candidates – Lucy, on the left, would go on to win.
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Two from the Tapati Rapanui Opening Ceremony 2008

As with a vast majority of my group images, I took this one slightly off to the side from where the local
photographer was standing. I had an opportunity to pose everyone for a direct shot, but didn’t, having always
simply hated the formal, posed look. Maybe I just want to add a touch of the grab-shot to it, I’m not sure. I’ll pose
thme if I have to, but if I get a chance like this, I’ll grab it every time. Maybe it’s the little added story to the image
that I like.
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Roberto, Yvonne y Patiri
Page 1 of
1

Oct 20, 2020

Roberto, Yvonne y Patiri

A short posting. I’ve been sitting on this image for quite a while. It was taken as part of a series requested by
Roberto Pakomio in 2008. I was given complete freedom to use any of the exposures, some of which appear in
the blog and books. In 2009 we attended the christening of the little boy – Patiri (Thunder). But by 2010 Roberto
and Yvonne were separated and she had gone back to the mainland with Patiri to live. Then when Roberto
drowned, I just sort of left a large number of exposures that include Roberto out of the mix.
Recently I’ve been working some of them up. This one is priceless: Roberto was applying Takona to himself and
Yvonne – she wasn’t Rapanui but was absorbing herself somewhat into the culture (on the Island it’s almost
impossible to resist). I circled down lower in the cave area and grabbed this shot. Now I’m thinking that Yvonne
or Patiri might like to have a copy. It doesn’t take much time for images of people to take on more or new
meaning.
Again, the version in the Easter Island Folio is a little more effective – HERE on page 10. I’m definitely getting
near the end, and have no idea how close I’ll come to filling this last folio page.

1
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Our Lady of Mt. Carmel ceremony on Easter Island
Oct 27, 2020

This is July, 2009 – the Our Lady of Mt. Carmel ceremony on Easter Island. The statue of Mary is carried,
accompanied by much singing in Rapanui, from the church down to the water, where the Priest and the statue
are taken in a boat around the Island to give the annual blessing.
The priest in the picture is Bernardo Astudillo Basulto, the first native Rapanui to become a Catholic Priest. He
was assigned to the Island while we were there. The image above is the crowd leaving the church. By the time
the procession reached the water it was much larger. The second image (probably not destined for the "folio", is
the small boat leaving for the very long trip around.
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Our Lady of Mt. Carmel ceremony on Easter Island

We were fortunate to have friends on the Island who would make sure to let us know when something like this
was coming up. When one doesn't speak the native language(s) one must find ways of finding out what is
happening other than just making sure to walk into town every day that you can – which also helps. Opening
image added to Page 10 of the Easter Island folio HERE.
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Images from my Photo and Fishing Excursion off Tongariki
Nov 5, 2020

Beginning a new flurry of E.I. postings? This post, along with any to come, was inspired by a BBC documentary
we viewed recently that contained some old b&w travel videos. While watching, I found myself mind-freezing
frames into b&w stills. It was something of an epiphany. Of a sudden I could remember a number of images from
my 30k Easter Island collection that would strike me similarly – images that even in this last, I thought final,
review, still didn't stand out. Suddenly they do. Astounding, a simple nudge to the perspective, combined with
what I've learned doing my Havre de Grace project, and I have new veins to mine in the project that took up a
decade of our lives. Good grief, looks like it's gonna be a longer ride.

Out to sea in a small boat:
The images today have a little more of a story than some. It was right at the end of our 2009 trip. I had decided to
do the book and visualized a shot of Tongariki from the sea as the jacket image. I had put this off to the last
minute because I was a little scared. Tongariki is on the far end of the Island from the one town. The sea is
always rough there. Maruka somehow arranged for her cousin, fisheman who worked out of the cabin there –
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Karlo Tepano with his wife Maria – to take me out in his boat, sans life-jacket, in water so rough that my first act
was to ceremonially kiss my camera good-bye and tell it that if I got thrown out it was on its own.
Fortunately I don't get seasick in rough seas, at least I never have so far. I locked my legs under the cross seat
and we set off. We were out about 45 minutes, while I took a lot of exposures, by far most of them at off angles
due to the rocking, jumping boat. The result was the image I wanted, below and larger on page 3 in the folio:

I get my shot and learn to fish…
I was never so relieved as when I climbed back out on solid land. Within a few minutes we were invited for lunch
and, not understanding what that meant, we agreed. I was immediately waved back into the boat to venture back
out and fish for our meal – oh well. Nan and Maruka would help make biscuits on the old wood stove in the
cabin.
The opening image, setting out the on the first run, shows my escort trolling for atun (tuna), with Ahu Tongariki in
the background. We'd noted this before – whenever out to sea, for whatever reason, Rapanui like to set out a
line trolling for atun – a lucky catch is a big chunk of money. Karlo explained to me that his missing left thumb
was due to a sudden bite that looped the line around the digit and completely severed it. Ouch.
Afterwards he would tall Maruka (he spoke very little English) that I did pretty good, other photographers that he's
agreed to take out to sea having hunkered down in the bottom of the boat to shoot over the edge. Actually that
seems less secure to me than cross-sitting the seat and locking one's ankles underneath.
I snapped the shot used for the second image, below, while we were fishing. The procedure was instructive to
say the least:
When we started out the bucket was full to the brim with rocks, later dumped out into the bottom of the boat
(visible in the image). A small piece of raw chicken was placed on the fish-hook. then the line was wound around
one of the rocke, with a little bread between the line and the rock. When that was dropped overboard, the rock
would take the bait down a few feet, releasing the bread to draw fish, and something was caught almost
immediately. We would simply haul the fish in, dump it into the bucket and start over again. When the rocks were
gone, and the bucket full of fish, we headed back. All this made me feel like quite the fisherman.
There was something of a downside. We fished in an area between Poike and the islet Motu Marotiri. The water
was almost as calm as a lake – with a big but. It was like being in an elevator rising and falling quite a distance
and with an unnerving regularity. I was beginning to turn green by the end of the hour it took to use all the rocks
and fill up with fish. While, again, I've never reacted to rough or irregular seas, overly regular up/downup/down
can do me in – ferris wheels, etc. I actually welcomed the very rough ride back.
Of course sitting in the front of a small boat means one spends a lot of time rising into the air only to slap very
hard back onto the water. The oddest part though is when the boat strikes a low, leaving water to rise in a circle
around, blocking out all view of land, however close.
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I took the shot for the final image here on the way back – initially focusing on just this one here. It actually felt
good to be back into rougher water and my thinking was clearing up.
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Afterwards:
When we got back the second time we got to watch the cleaning of the fish before they were cooked on an old
wood-stove. Cool. Note: …certain parts of the guts were eaten raw during cleaning.
Maruka, as always, would wash the guts and set them aside for making her, supposedly delicious, fish-gut soup
– the one Island dish that, after viewing, I politely declined.

Into the folio:
Like with a lot of subject matter, I selected out three exposures to work up, expecting to reduce that to one, my
favorite. But I actually like all three of these, all for different reasons. So all three are going into the Easter Island
folio – Page 10 here. What else can one do – even Nan couldn't help by selecting just one (or even two).
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Addressing a Request, and a Suggestion – and a Herculean Effort to
Fix a Horrible Exposure of a Great Family Gathering
Nov 14, 2020

As I progress with my Easter Island folio expansion, I'm adding something to the structure. After all, the scope
and size of the filio is becoming considerable. It's not a huge shift. Spurred to action by requests, I have gone
through and gathered a couple of groups of images into separate pages. All Tapati Rapanui images can now be
viewed on their own page(s). The other request that I've had is to expand the collection of images of Roberto
Pakomio and put them out as a PDF book, so I've begun that process by treating those images the same way.
See the Easter Island Folio main page for links.
It's possible that the formation of aggregate collections will initiate even more additions – I'm open to requests.
I'm not sure exactly how or if this will evolve, all I know is that I'm kinda having a ball with it. A few more coule
easily be added to these three…
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The intro image was grabbed with Nan's little point-and-shoot, with flash, as a jpg at Antonia and Fillepe's anniversary
celebration in 2009. It was a great moment, but grossly underexposed – something next to impossible to fix from a jpeg.
After a considerable amount of manipulation this is what I came up with, consoling myself with the old axiom that a
flawed image of something worth shooting is preferable to perfect exposure of something not worth the effort.

SIDE-NOTE ON COMPUTER SYSTEM
Apple has not only moved to a completely new operating system – OS11 – but has reimagined their machines
with a new processor. Result: transition nightmares for those of us who rely heavily on a variety of complex
applications. I passed on Catalina, the first time for me to do this, because it would have messed up some
vintage plugins that I rely on. Now, since my laptop is too old to be supported for the new Big Sur system – and I
don't risk messing things up for me on my big machine without testing out everything on the laptop first – I've
ordered the new MacBook Air. Why the Air? Because, while I need one, I basically hate laptops, use them
minimally and the new Air is still 5 to 10 times the computer that my present laptop is. And it's not very
expensive. It arrives November 19, when a solid week of software and plugin testing begins. Then we'll see
about upgrading my "beast" from Mojave to Big Sur.
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Catalina Hey Paoa, Helga Thieme, Stephanie Pauly – Three
Island Women
Dec 2, 2020
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While I try to avoid anything resembling formal portraiture, I do enjoy watching for moments to catch an image
that says something about a person. This is usually in the instant before or just after they realize that I'm aiming a
camera at them (if they realize it at all). We got to know a number of Islanders, both Rapanui and others who
settled there – here are three if them. The longer we are away, the more we miss these wonderful people.

Catalina Hey Paoa (above)
One of the grand old dames of the Island. We got the know her because she is a good friend of Terry's, who we
spent a lot of our time on Easter Island either staying with or house sitting for. Catalina is charming and simply
fun to be around. She’s one of the Rapanui we knew who grew up on an Island without running water, electricity
or regular contact with the mainlan, I'll post an picture of her brother, Jacobo Hey Paoa (friend, former governor,
etc.) soon. I have a few images of Katalina, but this one says it all for me. She's in her nineties at this point and,
according to Terry, pretty much stranded in an apartment on the mainland during the age of COVID. We have a
copy of a wonderful, phenomenally illustrated, basic dictionary of Island terms and culture, in English, Spanish,
French and Rapanui. It is on Amazon: Rapa Nui Lengua y Cultura.

Helga Thieme

Catalina Hey Paoa, Helga Thieme, Stephanie Pauly – Three Island Women

Helga, hard to catch not laughing sometimes, is a German Chilean who moved to Easter Island with Napa, a
Rapanui. She edits and publishes the wonderful little freebie-on-planes-etc. magazine MoeVarua. Every visit,
before leaving, I would give her jpegs of my color exposures for her use. Over the last 20 years of so she has
contributed much to the Island. Thanks to Terry's translations (Helga speaks English but needs help there) her
MoeVarua sports both Spanish and English text. Presently Helga, having some health issues, is working hard to
convert the magazine to a non-profit to be managed by Rapanui.
Link to Helga's MoeVarua on line: https://moevarua.com/en/

Stephanie Pauly
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Catalina Hey Paoa, Helga Thieme, Stephanie Pauly – Three Island Women

We met Stephanie early on, before the Island was properly connected to the mainland via computer, when
negotiating our extended stay on the Island. She happened to be around when we desperately needed someone
to translate for us. As a 45 year old German teacher on vacation, she met and married a Rapanui, choosing a
very rough, almost cave existence on a very islolated island. Her book about her experience can be ordered from
Amazon – but only in German (ouch). When I was photographing Tapati, we would often find ourselves trying to
stay out of each others view. When leaving to return home from our second trip I sold her my 100-400 Fl lens. It
would have taken her months to get it, and cost almost 40% more than what I could replace it for – one of the
many ways island life can be expensive. Paco, hr husband, died in a brush fire a couple of years back now, and
Stephanie wound up returning to Germany.
Link to an article on a German web magazine: https://www.koeln-beste.de/stephanie-pauly/
Here it is as a PDF translated into English
Again – all of these have been added to the Easter Island Folio, whee they can be downloaded Page 10 Here
I've gotten a little behind on postings, what with the election, COVID, holidays, updating my computers to a
new system, having fun learning to make our own baguettes and raisin bread, etc. But, in spite of the fact that
new exposures are scarce right now, I have plenty to work on here… as I mentioned in a previous post, a large
number of images that at the time of the project did not feel like they related to the original focus of what I was
after, have become, with the passage of time, more and more important and meaningful. And there’s lots more.

Late Night Coffee, Nan's New Painting – an Other People's Art Posting
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Late Night Coffee, Nan's New Painting – an Other People's Art Posting
Dec 3, 2020

This will be our Christmas card this year! The view is of the town Christmas tree in the snow, featuring Concord
Point Coffee on Washington Street. The painting is 16x20, acrylic on masonite. I will frame it for her this weekend
and get into RiverView Gallery in town by Monday. Title: Late Night Coffee. I love the two pelple huddling outside
the window.
It seems like a good idea to make her paintings, as they emerge, into the banner atop our joint Facebook page.
This time it’s appropriately seasonal. This is the second Havre de Grace painting, in what I hope is a series.
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Sunset behind the Three Motu – from the western side of Rano Kau
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Sunset behind the Three Motu – from the western side of Rano Kau
Dec 7, 2020

I was busy mining my Easter Island exposures for more "people" images when Nan spotted the original of this
scene – and said she wanted me to work it up as a b&w. We had hiked to the "other" (western) side of Rano Kau,
rarely visited. It's kind of a scary cliff overlook, but good for watching sunsets. This one was totally muted and
clouded over until, with everything almost completely dark, the clouds in front of the sinking sun shifted, for this
effect.
The three motu are, left to right: Motu Nui, Motu Iti and Motu Kao Kao. Image ddded to page 10 of the Easter
Island Folio where they show larger, better and downloadable.
Needless to say, if Nan wants it, Nan gets it.
A NOTE ABOUT FACEBOOK AND INSTAGRAM
Nan and I share a Facebook page. One of the reasons for this is that I almost never go there, and then only to
make blog-posting announcements. Another is that she likes it that way – a good reason. Messages come
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Sunset behind the Three Motu – from the western side of Rano Kau

through to both of us, although Nan sees most of these long before I would. Same thing with friend requests, etc.
So there may be delays.
I do try to keep up with Instagram, but it sometimes gets lost in the shuffle. It's easier when I'm doing new local
work, but gets skipped a lot lately working on the additions to the Easter Island folio. I keep intending to do better
at that. My only excuse is that I work primarily from the computer, which isn't permitted with Instagram – requiring
me to move images to my phone or iPad and work from there.
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Three Charcoal Drawings by Roberto Pakomio
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Three Charcoal Drawings by Roberto Pakomio
Dec 11, 2020
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Three Charcoal Drawings by Roberto Pakomio

Continuing to add images to the Island Folio that, while not potential exhibit images, might have other uses,
especially to someone on the Island, I'm including these three images. Roberto Pakomio had me photograph
these drawings for including on my Easter Island Journal at the time – I believe he used one as a CD cover. If I
ermember correctly, they were all between 8.5x11 and 11x14 inches.

That was back when images uploaded from the Island had to be very small. I've cleaned the pictures up a bit and
made them higher resolution. Having no idea where the originals are, or even if they still exist, I think it important
to get these out. I was careful here to include the entire sheet of paper in the view, keep the contrast down to
actual, and clean up as little as possible. If anyone on the Island wants high resolution files, just email me for
them.
They have been added to page 10 of the Easter Island Folio, as well as the Roberto Pakomio page. There they
show up closer to their full glory.
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Kai Kai Class, Jacobo inside Rano Kau and Roberto being Roberto – more for the Easter Island Folio
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Kai Kai Class, Jacobo inside Rano Kau and Roberto being Roberto –
more for the Easter Island Folio
Dec 15, 2020

Three unrelated stand-alone images. Above is my b&w rendition of a portrait of the Kai Kai class on the grounds
of the Museo. A few minutes later I took the image I used in The Moon has been Eaten – Kai Kai Girls. Naturally I
turned over a selection of the better exposures, color jpegs, to the Museo, as well as to Helga along with those
from the rest of the trip before we left.
Maybe it's because my concentration on b&w makes me less concerned with retaining sole ownership of the
color jpegs, or simply because, especially when it comes to images including people, I feel that something of the
original exposures belongs equally to the subjects. Or both. Shooting digital has provided an opportunity to
provide a service at the same time I'm accruing images (the initial 10% of the work in working up a b&w fine print
image).
I'm actually surprised and confused by how closely most artists guard their copyrights. Heck, even with my
finished product b&w images, while I prefer being asked first, I'm almost always happy to grant rights to use them
(except for unrelated commercial purposes).
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Kai Kai Class, Jacobo inside Rano Kau and Roberto being Roberto – more for the Easter Island Folio

Back to today's selection. The first of the two images below was taknen early on, in 2006, with Nan's very small
point-and-shoot. Very low resolution and in jpeg to boot. It took a lot of work, as well as interpolation, to get to
this. But it's a good shot of Jacobo – probably grabbed by Nan – near the bottom as he escorted us down into
Rano Kau. Judge in Hanga Roa, Jacobo served on the Esmeralda in his youth, finished college and became a
teacher, and served as the first Rapanui Governor of Easter Island.
Jacobo Hey Paoa is the man you see if you have a serious problem that needs solving – he was indispensable
to us a couple of times. Just try and tell me he doesn’t look just like some Moai heads.

The final image, from a jpeg taken with the original iPhone, and evidently a little shaky, was also quite tricky to
work on. Here Roberto, filling in when the waiter/waitress of the day failed to show up, put on an apron and
struck a pose with Nan while waiting on our table.
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Kai Kai Class, Jacobo inside Rano Kau and Roberto being Roberto – more for the Easter Island Folio

As always, they appear larger and look best in the folio: Page 10
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Two of my "Grab" Portraits from the Tapati 2007 opening Ceremony and Roberto Pakomio waving at the end of his performance
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Two of my "Grab" Portraits from the Tapati 2007 opening Ceremony
and Roberto Pakomio waving at the end of his performance
Page 1 of
1

Dec 22, 2020

Two of my "Grab" Portraits from the Tapati 2007 opening Ceremony and Roberto Pakomio waving at the end of his performance

Three more for the Easter Island Folio. I confess to not having names for the first two images. They were faces
that caught my attention at the opening ceremonies for Tapati Rapanui 2007 – our first. The gentleman above
was simply walking around the fringes at the time.
The lady below, showing off a carved rei miro necklace, was minding a booth of work for what was the first
actual contest in the competition for Tapati Queen.

And yes, I would greatly apppreciate any names…
Below I zoomed in, cropped considerably and interpolated to show Roberto Pakomio waving his farewell at the
end of his performance on stage the next to last evening of Tapati. I thought it a fitting addition to his separate
folio section.

1
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Two of my "Grab" Portraits from the Tapati 2007 opening Ceremony and Roberto Pakomio waving at the end of his performance

These three have opened Page 11 of the Easter Island Folio, and have been added to their respective
subgrouping.
Presently trying to finish up what I have of Roberto, Tapati 2007 and Tapati 2008. That should keeep me busy for
a couple/few weeks.
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Three More Parade Prep Portraits from Tapati Rapanui 2007
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Three More Parade Prep Portraits from Tapati Rapanui 2007
Dec 30, 2020
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Three More Parade Prep Portraits from Tapati Rapanui 2007

Final posting of 2020. Three grab-style portraits from the prep-session for the parade, where everyone was
getting outfitted and painted. the featured image was taken in extremely harsh lighting, adding to the something
of a charcoal drawing effect. Man, I love this guy's hair. Again, I have no namese, and would be soooooo
appreciative for help there.
The next two exposures were very, very low resolution jpg files – telling me that Nan must have taken the
originals with her little point-and-shoot. I like them enough that I decided to suffer the slings and arrows of
working them into usable b&w files – torture. Both had to be interpolated about 300 percent. And then, not being
RAW files, there was no ability to do much in the way of exposure correction to parts of the images. The results
add something to the collection though.
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Three More Parade Prep Portraits from Tapati Rapanui 2007

Best veilde on page 11 of Easter Island Folio (these are also on the Tapati Rapanui 2007 page).
Out of all the exposures in the Easter Island folio, maybe a half dozen now are from Nan's exposures (including a
couple in the books). She says she considers herself my "assistant" at such times and doesn't need credit – but
she definitely gets both credit, along with the blame for not shooting RAW.
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